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Why GAO Did This Study

Cyber attacks could have a potentially devastating impact on the nation’s computer systems and networks, disrupting the operations of government and businesses and the lives of private individuals. Increasingly sophisticated cyber threats have underscored the need to manage and bolster the cybersecurity of key government systems as well as the nation’s critical infrastructure. GAO has designated federal information security as a government-wide high-risk area since 1997, and in 2003 expanded it to include cyber critical infrastructure. GAO has issued numerous reports since that time making recommendations to address weaknesses in federal information security programs as well as efforts to improve critical infrastructure protection. Over that same period, the executive branch has issued strategy documents that have outlined a variety of approaches for dealing with persistent cybersecurity issues.

GAO’s objectives were to (1) identify challenges faced by the federal government in addressing a strategic approach to cybersecurity, and (2) determine the extent to which the national cybersecurity strategy adheres to desirable characteristics for such a strategy. To address these objectives, GAO analyzed previous reports and updated information obtained from officials at federal agencies with key cybersecurity responsibilities. GAO also obtained the views of experts in information technology management and cybersecurity and conducted a survey of chief information officers at major federal agencies.

What GAO Found

Threats to systems supporting critical infrastructure and federal operations are evolving and growing. Federal agencies have reported increasing numbers of cybersecurity incidents that have placed sensitive information at risk, with potentially serious impacts on federal and military operations; critical infrastructure; and the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of sensitive government, private sector, and personal information. The increasing risks are demonstrated by the dramatic increase in reports of security incidents, the ease of obtaining and using hacking tools, and steady advances in the sophistication and effectiveness of attack technology. As shown in the figure below, the number of incidents reported by federal agencies to the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team has increased 782 percent from 2006 to 2012.

Incidents Reported by Federal Agencies in Fiscal Years 2006-2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal year</th>
<th>Number of incidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>5,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>11,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>16,843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>29,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>41,776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>42,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>48,562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GAO and inspector general reports have identified a number of key challenge areas in the federal government’s approach to cybersecurity, including those related to protecting the nation’s critical infrastructure. While actions have been taken to address aspects of these, issues remain in each of these challenge areas, including:

- **Designing and implementing risk-based federal and critical infrastructure programs.** Shortcomings persist in assessing risks, developing and implementing controls, and monitoring results in both the federal government and critical infrastructure. For example, in the federal arena, 8 of 22 major agencies reported compliance with risk management requirements under the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), down from 13 out of 24 the year before. In the critical infrastructure arena, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the other sector-specific agencies have not yet identified cybersecurity guidance applicable to or widely used in each of the critical sectors. GAO has continued to make numerous recommendations to address weaknesses in risk management processes at individual federal agencies and to further efforts by sector-specific agencies to enhance critical infrastructure protection.

- **Detecting, responding to, and mitigating cyber incidents.** DHS has made incremental progress in coordinating the federal response to cyber incidents, but challenges remain in sharing information among federal agencies and key private sector entities, including critical infrastructure owners, as well as in developing a timely analysis and warning capability. Difficulties in sharing and accessing classified information and the lack of a centralized information-sharing system continue to hinder progress. According to DHS, a secure environment for sharing cybersecurity information, at all classification levels, is not expected to be fully operational until fiscal year 2018. Further, although DHS has taken steps to establish timely analysis and warning, GAO previously reported that the department had yet to establish a predictive analysis capability and recommended that DHS expand capabilities to investigate incidents. According to the department, tools for predictive analysis are to be tested in fiscal year 2013.

- **Promoting education, awareness, and workforce planning.** In November 2011, GAO reported that agencies leading strategic planning efforts for education and awareness, including Commerce, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the Office of Personnel Management, and DHS, had not developed details on how they were going to achieve planned outcomes and that the specific tasks and responsibilities were unclear. GAO recommended, among other things, that the key federal agencies involved in the initiative collaborate to clarify responsibilities and processes for planning and monitoring their activities. GAO also reported that only 2 of 8 agencies it reviewed developed cyber workforce plans and only 3 of the 8 agencies had a department-wide training program for their cybersecurity workforce. GAO recommended that these agencies take a number of steps to improve agency and government-wide cybersecurity workforce efforts. The agencies generally agreed with the recommendations.

- **Promoting research and development (R&D).** The goal of supporting targeted cyber R&D has been impeded by implementation challenges among federal agencies. In June 2010, GAO reported that R&D initiatives were hindered by limited sharing of detailed information about ongoing research, including the lack of a repository to track R&D projects and funding, as required by law. GAO recommended that a mechanism be established for tracking ongoing and completed federal cybersecurity R&D projects and associated funding, and that this mechanism be utilized to develop an ongoing process to make federal R&D information available to federal agencies and the private sector. However, as of September 2012, this mechanism had not yet been fully developed.

- **Addressing international cybersecurity challenges.** While progress has been made in identifying the importance of international cooperation and assigning roles and responsibilities related to it, the government’s approach to addressing international aspects of cybersecurity has not yet been completely defined and implemented. GAO recommended in July 2010 that the government develop an international strategy that specified outcome-oriented performance metrics and timeframes for completing activities. While an international strategy for cyberspace has been developed, it does not fully specify outcome-oriented performance metrics or timeframes for completing activities.

The government has issued a variety of strategy-related documents over the last decade, many of which address aspects of the above challenge areas. The documents address priorities for enhancing cybersecurity within the federal government as well as for encouraging improvements in the cybersecurity of critical infrastructure within the private sector. However, no overarching cybersecurity strategy has been developed that articulates priority actions, assigns responsibilities for performing them, and sets timeframes for their completion. In 2004, GAO developed a set of desirable characteristics that can enhance the usefulness of national strategies in allocating resources, defining policies, and helping to ensure accountability. Existing cybersecurity strategy documents have included selected elements of these desirable characteristics, such as setting goals and subordinate objectives, but have generally lacked other key elements. The missing elements include:

- **Milestones and performance measures.** The government’s strategy documents include few milestones or performance measures, making it difficult to track progress in accomplishing stated goals and objectives. The lack of
milesstones and performance measures at the strategic level is mirrored in similar shortcomings within key government programs that are part of the government-wide strategy. The DHS inspector general, for example, recommended in 2011 that DHS develop and implement performance measures to be used to track and evaluate the effectiveness of actions defined in its strategic implementation plan. As of January 2012, DHS had not yet developed the performance measures but planned to do so.

- **Cost and resources.** While past strategy documents linked certain activities to budget submissions, none have fully addressed cost and resources, including justifying the required investment, which is critical to gaining support for implementation. In addition, none provided full assessments of anticipated costs and how resources might be allocated to address them.

- **Roles and responsibilities.** Cybersecurity strategy documents have assigned high-level roles and responsibilities but have left important details unclear. Several GAO reports have likewise demonstrated that the roles and responsibilities of key agencies charged with protecting the nation’s cyber assets are inadequately defined. For example, the chartering directives for several offices within the Department of Defense assign overlapping roles and responsibilities for preparing for and responding to domestic cyber incidents. In an October 2012 report, GAO recommended that the department update its guidance on preparing for and responding to domestic cyber incidents to include a description of its roles and responsibilities. In addition, it is unclear how OMB and DHS are to share oversight of individual departments and agencies. While the law gives OMB responsibility for oversight of federal government information security, OMB transferred several of its oversight responsibilities to DHS. Both DHS and OMB have issued annual FISMA reporting instructions to agencies, which could create confusion among agency officials because the instructions vary in content. Clarifying oversight responsibilities is a topic that could be effectively addressed through legislation.

- **Linkage with other key strategy documents.** Existing cybersecurity strategy documents vary in terms of priorities and structure, and do not specify how they link to or supersede other documents, nor do they describe how they fit into an overarching national cybersecurity strategy. For example, in 2012, the administration determined that trusted Internet connections, continuous monitoring, and strong authentication should be cross-agency priorities, but no explanation was given as to how these three relate to priorities previously established in other strategy documents.

The many continuing cybersecurity challenges faced by the government highlight the need for a clearly defined oversight process to ensure agencies are held accountable for implementing effective information security programs. Further, until an overarching national cybersecurity strategy is developed that addresses all key elements of desirable characteristics, overall progress in achieving the government’s objectives is likely to remain limited.

**What GAO Recommends**

To address missing elements in the national cybersecurity strategy, such as milestones and performance measures, cost and resources, roles and responsibilities, and linkage with other key strategy documents, GAO recommends that the White House Cybersecurity Coordinator develop an overarching federal cybersecurity strategy that includes all key elements of the desirable characteristics of a national strategy. Such a strategy would provide a more effective framework for implementing cybersecurity activities and better ensure that such activities will lead to progress in cybersecurity.

This strategy should also better ensure that federal departments and agencies are held accountable for making significant improvements in cybersecurity challenge areas, including designing and implementing risk-based programs; detecting, responding to, and mitigating cyber incidents; promoting education, awareness, and workforce planning; promoting R&D; and addressing international cybersecurity challenges. To address these issues, the strategy should (1) clarify how OMB will oversee agency implementation of requirements for effective risk management processes and (2) establish a roadmap for making significant improvements in cybersecurity challenge areas where previous recommendations have not been fully addressed.

Further, to address ambiguities in roles and responsibilities that have resulted from recent executive branch actions, GAO believes Congress should consider legislation to better define roles and responsibilities for implementing and overseeing federal information security programs and for protecting the nation’s critical cyber assets.

In its comments, the Executive Office of the President agreed that more needs to be done to develop a coherent and comprehensive strategy on cybersecurity but did not believe producing another strategy document would be beneficial. However, GAO believes an overarching strategy document that includes milestones and performance measures, cost and resources, roles and responsibilities, and linkage with other key strategy documents would provide a more effective framework for implementing cybersecurity activities. The Executive Office of the President also agreed that Congress should consider enhanced cybersecurity legislation.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIO</td>
<td>chief information officer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNCI</td>
<td>Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS&amp;C</td>
<td>Office of Cybersecurity and Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOT</td>
<td>Department of Transportation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E³A</td>
<td>EINSTEIN 3 Accelerated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISMA</td>
<td>Federal Information Security Management Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPRA</td>
<td>Government Performance and Results Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHS</td>
<td>Department of Health and Human Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPD-7</td>
<td>Homeland Security Presidential Directive 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAC</td>
<td>Information Sharing and Analysis Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKE</td>
<td>Joint Agency Cyber Knowledge Exchange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCCIC</td>
<td>National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIPP</td>
<td>National Infrastructure Protection Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NITRD</td>
<td>Subcommittee on Networking and Information Technology Research and Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMB</td>
<td>Office of Management and Budget</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPM</td>
<td>Office of Personnel Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSTP</td>
<td>Office of Science and Technology Policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>research and development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>Thrift Savings Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US-CERT</td>
<td>United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGCB</td>
<td>United States Government Configuration Baseline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Department of Veterans Affairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Congressional Addressees

The pervasive use of the Internet has revolutionized the way that our government, our nation, and the rest of the world communicates and conducts business. While the benefits have been enormous, this widespread connectivity also poses significant risks to the government’s and our nation’s computer systems and networks as well as the critical operations and key infrastructures they support. The speed and accessibility that create the enormous benefits of the computer age, if not properly controlled, can allow unauthorized individuals and organizations to inexpensively eavesdrop on or interfere with these operations from remote locations for potentially malicious purposes, including fraud or sabotage. Increasingly sophisticated cyber threats have underscored the need to manage and bolster the cybersecurity of key government systems as well as the nation’s critical infrastructure.¹

Federal law and policy call for a risk-based approach to managing cybersecurity within the government and also specify activities to enhance the cybersecurity of public and private infrastructures that are essential to national security, national economic security, and public health and safety.² Over the last 12 years, the federal government has developed a number of strategies and plans for addressing cybersecurity based on this legal framework, including the National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace, issued in February 2003, and subsequent plans and strategies that address specific sectors, issues, and revised priorities.

We performed our work on the initiative of the U.S. Comptroller General to evaluate the federal government’s cybersecurity strategies and understand the status of federal cybersecurity efforts to address challenges in establishing a strategic cybersecurity approach. Our objectives were to (1) determine the extent to which the national

¹Critical infrastructure includes systems and assets so vital to the United States that their incapacity or destruction would have a debilitating impact on national security.

cybersecurity strategy includes key desirable characteristics of effective strategies, and (2) identify challenges faced by the federal government in addressing a strategic approach to cybersecurity.

To address our objectives, we analyzed key documents that reflect the federal government’s evolving cybersecurity strategy, as well as other pertinent national strategies to determine the extent to which they included GAO’s key desirable characteristics of a national strategy. In addition, we reviewed our previous reports and reports by agency inspectors general to identify key challenge areas. We also interviewed representatives from federal agencies with government-wide responsibilities for cybersecurity, including the Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the Departments of Homeland Security (DHS) and Defense (DOD), and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), to obtain their views on cybersecurity issues as well as updated information about strategic initiatives. We also obtained expert perspective on key issues through use of two expert panels as well as surveys of cybersecurity experts and the chief information officers (CIO) of the 24 major federal agencies covered by the Chief Financial Officers Act.3

We conducted this performance audit from April 2012 to February 2013 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. A full description of our objectives, scope, and methodology can be found in appendix I. In addition, the names of cybersecurity and information management experts participating in our two expert panels, as well as participants in our expert survey and CIO survey, can be found in appendix II.

3The 24 major departments and agencies are the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, the Interior, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, the Treasury, and Veterans Affairs; the Environmental Protection Agency, General Services Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science Foundation, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Personnel Management, Small Business Administration, Social Security Administration, and U.S. Agency for International Development.
Background

Threats to systems supporting critical infrastructure and federal information systems are evolving and growing. Advanced persistent threats—where adversaries that possess sophisticated levels of expertise and significant resources to pursue its objectives repeatedly over an extended period of time—pose increasing risks. In 2009, the President declared the cyber threat to be “[o]ne of the most serious economic and national security challenges we face as a nation” and stated that “America’s economic prosperity in the 21st century will depend on cybersecurity.” The Director of National Intelligence has also warned of the increasing globalization of cyber attacks, including those carried out by foreign militaries or organized international crime. In January 2012, he testified that such threats pose a critical national and economic security concern. To further highlight the importance of the threat, on October 11, 2012, the Secretary of Defense stated that the collective result of attacks on our nation’s critical infrastructure could be “a cyber Pearl Harbor; an attack that would cause physical destruction and the loss of life.” These growing and evolving threats can potentially affect all segments of our society, including individuals, private businesses, government agencies, and other entities. We have identified the protection of federal information systems as a high-risk area for the government since 1997. In 2003, this high-risk area was expanded to include protecting systems supporting our nation’s critical infrastructure. Each year since that time, GAO has issued multiple reports detailing weaknesses in federal information security programs and making recommendations to address them. A list of key GAO products can be found at the end of this report.

Sources of Threats and Attack Methods Vary

The evolving array of cyber-based threats facing the nation pose threats to national security, commerce and intellectual property, and individuals.


5James R. Clapper, Director of National Intelligence, “Unclassified Statement for the Record on the Worldwide Threat Assessment of the US Intelligence Community for the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence” (January 31, 2012).


• Threats to national security include those aimed against the systems and networks of the U.S. government, including the U.S. military, as well as private companies that support government activities or control critical infrastructure. These threats may be intended to cause harm for monetary gain or political or military advantage and can result, among other things, in the disclosure of classified information or the disruption of operations supporting critical infrastructure, national defense, or emergency services.

• Threats to commerce and intellectual property include those aimed at obtaining the confidential intellectual property of private companies, the U.S. government, or individuals with the aim of using that intellectual property for economic gain. For example, product specifications may be stolen to facilitate counterfeiting and piracy or to gain a competitive edge over a commercial rival. In some cases, theft of intellectual property may also have national security repercussions, as when designs for weapon systems are compromised.

• Threats to individuals include those that lead to the unauthorized disclosure of personally identifiable information, such as taxpayer data, Social Security numbers, credit and debit card information, or medical records. The disclosure of such information could cause harm to individuals, such as identity theft, financial loss, and embarrassment.

The sources of these threats vary in terms of the types and capabilities of the actors, their willingness to act, and their motives. Table 1 shows common sources of adversarial cybersecurity threats.
Table 1: Sources of Adversarial Threats to Cybersecurity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat source</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot-network operators</td>
<td>Bot-network operators use a network, or bot-net, of compromised, remotely controlled systems to coordinate attacks and to distribute phishing schemes, spam, and malware attacks. The services of these networks are sometimes made available on underground markets (e.g., purchasing a denial-of-service attack or services to relay spam or phishing attacks).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal groups</td>
<td>Criminal groups seek to attack systems for monetary gain. Specifically, organized criminal groups use spam, phishing, and spyware/malware to commit identity theft, online fraud, and computer extortion. International corporate spies and criminal organizations also pose a threat to the United States through their ability to conduct industrial espionage and large-scale monetary theft and to hire or develop hacker talent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackers</td>
<td>Hackers break into networks for the thrill of the challenge, bragging rights in the hacker community, revenge, stalking, monetary gain, and political activism, among other reasons. While gaining unauthorized access once required a fair amount of skill or computer knowledge, hackers can now download attack scripts and protocols from the Internet and launch them against victim sites. Thus, while attack tools have become more sophisticated, they have also become easier to use. According to the Central Intelligence Agency, the large majority of hackers do not have the requisite expertise to threaten difficult targets such as critical U.S. networks. Nevertheless, the worldwide population of hackers poses a relatively high threat of an isolated or brief disruption causing serious damage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insiders</td>
<td>The disgruntled organization insider is a principal source of computer crime. Insiders may not need a great deal of knowledge about computer intrusions because their knowledge of a target system often allows them to gain unrestricted access to cause damage to the system or to steal system data. The insider threat includes contractors hired by the organization, as well as careless or poorly trained employees who may inadvertently introduce malware into systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nations</td>
<td>Nations use cyber tools as part of their information-gathering and espionage activities. In addition, several nations are aggressively working to develop information warfare doctrine, programs, and capabilities. Such capabilities enable a single entity to have a significant and serious impact by disrupting the supply, communications, and economic infrastructures that support military power—impacts that could affect the daily lives of citizens across the country. In his January 2012 testimony, the Director of National Intelligence stated that, among state actors, China and Russia are of particular concern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishers</td>
<td>Individuals or small groups execute phishing schemes in an attempt to steal identities or information for monetary gain. Phishers may also use spam and spyware or malware to accomplish their objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spammers</td>
<td>Individuals or organizations distribute unsolicited e-mail with hidden or false information in order to sell products, conduct phishing schemes, distribute spyware or malware, or attack organizations (e.g., a denial of service).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spyware or malware authors</td>
<td>Individuals or organizations with malicious intent carry out attacks against users by producing and distributing spyware and malware. Several destructive viruses and worms have harmed files and hard drives, and reportedly have even caused physical damage to critical infrastructure, including the Melissa Macro Virus, the Explore.Zip worm, the CIH (Chernobyl) Virus, Nimda, and Code Red.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorists</td>
<td>Terrorists seek to destroy, incapacitate, or exploit critical infrastructures in order to threaten national security, cause mass casualties, weaken the economy, and damage public morale and confidence. Terrorists may use phishing schemes or spyware/malware in order to generate funds or gather sensitive information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis based on data from the Director of National Intelligence, Department of Justice, Central Intelligence Agency, and the Software Engineering Institute’s CERT® Coordination Center.
These sources of cybersecurity threats make use of various techniques, or attacks that may compromise information or adversely affect computers, software, a network, an organization’s operation, an industry, or the Internet itself. Table 2 provides descriptions of common types of cyber attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of attack</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-site scripting</td>
<td>An attack that uses third-party web resources to run a script within the victim’s web browser or scriptable application. This occurs when a browser visits a malicious website or clicks a malicious link. The most dangerous consequences occur when this method is used to exploit additional vulnerabilities that may permit an attacker to steal cookies (data exchanged between a web server and a browser), log key strokes, capture screen shots, discover and collect network information, and remotely access and control the victim’s machine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial-of-service</td>
<td>An attack that prevents or impairs the authorized use of networks, systems, or applications by exhausting resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed denial-of-service</td>
<td>A variant of the denial-of-service attack that uses numerous hosts to perform the attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic bombs</td>
<td>A piece of programming code intentionally inserted into a software system that will cause a malicious function to occur when one or more specified conditions are met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishing</td>
<td>A digital form of social engineering that uses authentic-looking, but fake, e-mails to request information from users or direct them to a fake website that requests information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive wiretapping</td>
<td>The monitoring or recording of data, such as passwords transmitted in clear text, while they are being transmitted over a communications link. This is done without altering or affecting the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured Query Language injection</td>
<td>An attack that involves the alteration of a database search in a web-based application, which can be used to obtain unauthorized access to sensitive information in a database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan horse</td>
<td>A computer program that appears to have a useful function, but also has a hidden and potentially malicious function that evades security mechanisms by, for example, masquerading as a useful program that a user would likely execute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus</td>
<td>A computer program that can copy itself and infect a computer without the permission or knowledge of the user. A virus might corrupt or delete data on a computer, use e-mail programs to spread itself to other computers, or even erase everything on a hard disk. Unlike a worm, a virus requires human involvement (usually unwitting) to propagate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War driving</td>
<td>The method of driving through cities and neighborhoods with a wireless-equipped computer—sometimes with a powerful antenna—searching for unsecured wireless networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worm</td>
<td>A self-replicating, self-propagating, self-contained program that uses network mechanisms to spread itself. Unlike viruses, worms do not require human involvement to propagate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of data from the National Institute of Standards and Technology, United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team, and industry reports.

The unique nature of cyber-based attacks can vastly enhance their reach and impact, resulting in the loss of sensitive information and damage to economic and national security, the loss of privacy, identity theft, or the compromise of proprietary information or intellectual property. The increasing number of incidents reported by federal agencies, and the
recently reported cyber-based attacks against individuals, businesses, critical infrastructures, and government organizations have further underscored the need to manage and bolster the cybersecurity of our government’s information systems and our nation’s critical infrastructures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Incidents Reported by Federal Agencies Continues to Rise, and Recently Reported Incidents Illustrate Potential Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Federal agencies have reported increasing numbers of cybersecurity incidents that have placed sensitive information at risk, with potentially serious impacts on federal operations, assets, and people. The increasing risks to federal systems are demonstrated by the dramatic increase in reports of security incidents, the ease of obtaining and using hacking tools, and steady advances in the sophistication and effectiveness of attack technology. As shown in figure 1, over the past 6 years, the number of incidents reported by federal agencies to the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) has increased from 5,503 in fiscal year 2006 to 48,562 incidents in fiscal year 2012, an increase of 782 percent. These incidents include, among others, the installation of malware, improper use of computing resources, and unauthorized access to systems.

8Malware is malicious software and is defined as programs that are designed to carry out annoying or harmful actions. Once installed, malware can often masquerade as useful programs or be embedded into useful programs so that users are induced into activating the program, spreading itself onto other devices.
Of the incidents occurring in 2012 (not including those that were reported as under investigation), improper usage, malicious code, and unauthorized access were the most widely reported types across the federal government. As indicated in figure 2, which includes a breakout of incidents reported to US-CERT by agencies in fiscal year 2012, improper usage accounted for 20 percent of total incidents reported by agencies.

---

An incident is categorized as “improper usage” if a person violates acceptable computing use policies.
Figure 2: Incidents Reported to US-CERT by Federal Agencies in FY 2012 by Category

Directions:

Roll over the incident category to view more information.

Source: GAO analysis of US-CERT data and GAO reports.
In addition, reports of cyber incidents affecting national security, intellectual property, and individuals have been widespread and involve data loss or theft, economic loss, computer intrusions, and privacy breaches. The following examples from news media and other public sources illustrate that a broad array of information and assets remain at risk.

- In February 2012, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) inspector general testified that computers with Chinese-based Internet protocol addresses had gained full access to key systems at its Jet Propulsion Laboratory, enabling attackers to modify, copy, or delete sensitive files; create user accounts for mission-critical laboratory systems; and upload hacking tools to steal user credentials and compromise other NASA systems.\(^\text{10}\) These individuals were also able to modify system logs to conceal their actions.

- In March 2011, attackers breached the networks of RSA, the Security Division of EMC Corporation,\(^\text{11}\) and obtained information about network authentication tokens for a U.S. military contractor. In May 2011, attackers used this information to make duplicate network authentication tokens and breached the contractor’s security systems containing sensitive weapons information and military technology. EMC published information about the breach and the immediate steps customers could take to strengthen the security of their systems.

- In 2008, the Department of Defense was successfully compromised when an infected flash drive was inserted into a U.S. military laptop at a military base in the Middle East. The flash drive contained malicious computer code, placed there by a foreign intelligence agency, that uploaded itself onto the military network, spreading through classified and unclassified systems. According to the then Deputy Secretary of Defense, this incident was the most significant breach of U.S. military computers at that time, and DOD’s subsequent *Strategy for Operating*


\(^{11}\) The RSA SecureID system is the most widely used two-factor authentication solution providing secure access to remote and mobile users.
Incidents Affecting Commerce and Intellectual Property

- In March 2011, an individual was found guilty of distributing source code stolen from his employer, an American company. The investigation revealed that a Chinese company paid the individual $1.5 million to create control system source code based on the American company’s design. The Chinese company stopped the delivery of the turbines from the American company, resulting in revenue loss for the American company.

- In February 2011, media reports stated that computer attackers broke into and stole proprietary information worth millions of dollars from networks of six U.S. and European energy companies.

- In mid-2009, a research chemist with DuPont Corporation downloaded proprietary information to a personal e-mail account and thumb drive with the intention of transferring this information to Peking University in China and also sought Chinese government funding to commercialize research related to the information he had stolen.

- In May 2012, the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board reported a sophisticated cyber attack on the computer of a third party that provided services to the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). As a result of the attack, approximately 123,000 TSP participants had their personal information accessed. According to the board, the information included 43,587 individuals’ names, addresses, and Social Security numbers; and 79,614 individuals’ Social Security numbers and other TSP-related information.

Incidents Affecting Individuals

- In May 2012, the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board reported a sophisticated cyber attack on the computer of a third party that provided services to the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). As a result of the attack, approximately 123,000 TSP participants had their personal information accessed. According to the board, the information included 43,587 individuals’ names, addresses, and Social Security numbers; and 79,614 individuals’ Social Security numbers and other TSP-related information.

- In March 2012, attackers breached a server that held thousands of Medicaid records at the Utah Department of Health. Included in the breach were the names of Medicaid recipients and clients of the Children’s Health Insurance Plan. In addition, approximately 280,000 people had their Social Security numbers exposed, and another

---

12The Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board is an independent agency in the executive branch governed by five presidentially appointed board members and is responsible for administering the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) and managing the investments of the Thrift Savings Fund.

13TSP is a tax-deferred defined contribution savings plan for federal employees similar to the 401(k) plans offered by private employers.
350,000 people listed in the eligibility inquiries may have had other sensitive data stolen, including names, birth dates, and addresses.

- In March 2012, Global Payments, a credit-transaction processor in Atlanta, reported a data breach that exposed credit and debit card account information of as many as 1.5 million accounts in North America. Although Global Payments does not believe any personal information was taken, it provided alerts and planned to pay for credit monitoring for those whose personal information was at risk.

These incidents illustrate the serious impact that cyber attacks can have on federal and military operations, critical infrastructure, and the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of sensitive government, private sector, and personal information.

### Federal Information Security Responsibilities Are Established in Law and Policy

Federal law and policy address agency responsibilities for cybersecurity in a variety of ways, reflecting its complexity and the nature of our country’s political and economic structure. Requirements for securing the federal government’s information systems are addressed in federal laws and policies. Beyond high-level critical infrastructure protection responsibilities, the existence of a federal role in securing systems not controlled by the federal government typically relates to the government’s application of regulatory authority and reflects the fact that much of our nation’s economic infrastructure is owned and controlled by the private sector. Certain federal agencies have cybersecurity-related responsibilities within a specific economic sector and may issue standards and guidance. For example, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approves cybersecurity standards in carrying out responsibilities for the reliability of the nation’s bulk power system. In sectors where the use of federal cybersecurity guidance is not mandatory, entities may voluntarily implement such guidance in response to business incentives, including to mitigate risks, protect intellectual property, ensure interoperability among systems, and encourage the use of leading practices.
The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA)\textsuperscript{14} sets forth a comprehensive risk-based framework for ensuring the effectiveness of information security controls over information resources that support federal operations and assets. In order to ensure the implementation of this framework, FISMA assigns specific responsibilities to agencies, OMB, NIST, and inspectors general.

FISMA requires each agency to develop, document, and implement an information security program to include, among other things,

- periodic assessments of the risk and magnitude of harm that could result from the unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction of information or information systems;

- policies and procedures that (1) are based on risk assessments, (2) cost-effectively reduce information security risks to an acceptable level, (3) ensure that information security is addressed throughout the life cycle of each system, and (4) ensure compliance with applicable requirements;

- security awareness training to inform personnel of information security risks and of their responsibilities in complying with agency policies and procedures, as well as training personnel with significant security responsibilities for information security;

- periodic testing and evaluation of the effectiveness of information security policies, procedures, and practices, to be performed with a frequency depending on risk, but no less than annually, and that includes testing of management, operational, and technical controls for every system identified in the agency’s required inventory of major information systems; and

\textsuperscript{14}Title III of the E-Government Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-347, Dec. 17, 2002; 44 U.S.C 3541, et seq. This report discusses FISMA because it is the primary law specifying federal agencies’ cybersecurity responsibilities. Other laws give federal agencies general responsibilities that can include cybersecurity-related duties. For example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation is responsible for detecting and prosecuting crimes under 28 U.S.C. § 533, which can include cybercrimes, and 50 U.S.C. ch. 15 addresses national security responsibilities of national defense and intelligence agencies, which can also include cyber-related threats to national security.
• procedures for detecting, reporting, and responding to security incidents.

In addition, FISMA requires each agency to report annually to OMB, selected congressional committees, and the U.S. Comptroller General on the adequacy of its information security policies, procedures, practices, and compliance with requirements.

OMB’s responsibilities include developing and overseeing the implementation of policies, principles, standards, and guidelines on information security in federal agencies (except with regard to national security systems\(^\text{15}\)). It is also responsible for reviewing, at least annually, and approving or disapproving agency information security programs.

NIST’s responsibilities under FISMA include the development of security standards and guidelines for agencies that include standards for categorizing information and information systems according to ranges of risk levels, minimum security requirements for information and information systems in risk categories, guidelines for detection and handling of information security incidents, and guidelines for identifying an information system as a national security system (NIST standards and guidelines, like OMB policies, do not apply to national security systems\(^\text{16}\)). NIST also has related responsibilities under the Cyber Security Research and Development Act that include developing a checklist of settings and option selections to minimize security risks associated with computer hardware and software widely used within the federal government.\(^\text{17}\)

\(^{15}\)As defined in FISMA, the term “national security system” means any information system used by or on behalf of a federal agency that (1) involves intelligence activities, national security-related cryptologic activities, command and control of military forces, or equipment that is an integral part of a weapon or weapons system, or is critical to the direct fulfillment of military or intelligence missions (excluding systems used for routine administrative and business applications); or (2) is protected at all times by procedures established for handling classified national security information. See 44 U.S.C. § 3542(b)(2).

\(^{16}\)FISMA limits NIST to developing, in conjunction with DOD and the National Security Agency, guidelines for agencies on identifying an information system as a national security system, and for ensuring that NIST standards and guidelines are complementary with standards and guidelines developed for national security systems.

\(^{17}\)Pub. L. No. 107-305 (Nov. 27, 2002); 15 U.S.C.§ 7406(c).
FISMA also requires each agency inspector general to annually evaluate the information security program and practices of the agency. The results of these evaluations are submitted to OMB, and OMB is to summarize the results in its reporting to Congress.

In the 10 years since FISMA was enacted into law, executive branch oversight of agency information security has changed. As part of its FISMA oversight responsibilities, OMB has issued annual guidance to agencies on implementing FISMA requirements, including instructions for agency and inspector general reporting. However, in July 2010, the Director of OMB and the White House Cybersecurity Coordinator issued a joint memorandum stating that DHS was to exercise primary responsibility within the executive branch for the operational aspects of cybersecurity for federal information systems that fall within the scope of FISMA. The memo stated that DHS activities would include five specific responsibilities of OMB under FISMA:

- overseeing implementation of and reporting on government cybersecurity policies and guidance;
- overseeing and assisting government efforts to provide adequate, risk-based, and cost-effective cybersecurity;
- overseeing agencies’ compliance with FISMA;
- overseeing agencies’ cybersecurity operations and incident response; and
- annually reviewing agencies’ cybersecurity programs.20

18In December 2009, a Special Assistant to the President was appointed as Cybersecurity Coordinator to address the recommendations made in the Cyberspace Policy Review, including coordinating interagency cybersecurity policies and strategies and developing a comprehensive national strategy to secure the nation’s digital infrastructure.


20As used in OMB M-10-28, the term cybersecurity applies to activities undertaken to provide information security as defined by FISMA.
The OMB memo also stated that in carrying out these responsibilities, DHS is to be subject to general OMB oversight in accordance with the provisions of FISMA. In addition, the memo stated that the Cybersecurity Coordinator would lead the interagency process for cybersecurity strategy and policy development. Subsequent to the issuance of M-10-28, DHS began issuing annual reporting instructions to agencies in addition to OMB’s annual guidance.21

In addition to FISMA’s information security program provisions, federal agencies operating national security systems must also comply with requirements for enhanced protections for those sensitive systems. National Security Directive 42 established the Committee on National Security Systems, an organization chaired by the Department of Defense, to, among other things, issue policy directives and instructions that provide mandatory information security requirements for national security systems.22 In addition, the defense and intelligence communities develop implementing instructions and may add additional requirements where needed. The Department of Defense also has particular responsibilities for cybersecurity issues related to national defense. To address these issues, DOD has undertaken a number of initiatives, including establishing the U.S. Cyber Command.23 An effort is underway to harmonize policies and guidance for national security and non-national security systems. Representatives from civilian, defense, and intelligence agencies established a joint task force in 2009, led by NIST and including senior leadership and subject matter experts from participating agencies, to publish common guidance for information systems security for national security and non-national security systems.24

21Fiscal year 2011 reporting instructions for the Federal Information Security Management Act and agency privacy management were issued by DHS, as Federal Information Security Memorandum (FISM) 11-02 (Aug. 24, 2011), and by OMB, as M-11-33 (Sept. 14, 2011). Fiscal year 2012 reporting instructions were issued by DHS, as FISM 12-02 (Feb. 15, 2012), and by OMB, as M-12-20 (Sept. 27, 2012). While identically titled, these memos varied in content.


Various laws and directives have also given federal agencies responsibilities relating to the protection of critical infrastructures, which are largely owned by private sector organizations.25 The Homeland Security Act of 2002 created the Department of Homeland Security. Among other things, DHS was assigned with the following critical infrastructure protection responsibilities: (1) developing a comprehensive national plan for securing the critical infrastructures of the United States, (2) recommending measures to protect those critical infrastructures in coordination with other groups, and (3) disseminating, as appropriate, information to assist in the deterrence, prevention, and preemption of, or response to, terrorist attacks.

Homeland Security Presidential Directive 7 (HSPD-7) was issued in December 2003 and defined additional responsibilities for DHS, sector-specific agencies,26 and other departments and agencies. The directive instructs sector-specific agencies to collaborate with the private sector to identify, prioritize, and coordinate the protection of critical infrastructures to prevent, deter, and mitigate the effects of attacks. It also makes DHS responsible for, among other things, coordinating national critical infrastructure protection efforts and establishing uniform policies, approaches, guidelines, and methodologies for integrating federal infrastructure protection and risk management activities within and across sectors.

The recently concluded 112th Congress considered enacting new legislation to address federal information security oversight responsibilities. For example, the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, S. 3414, which was endorsed by the Obama administration with its July 26, 2012, Statement of Administration Policy, proposed to amend FISMA to give OMB’s statutory oversight responsibilities to DHS.27 The SECURE IT Act, S. 3342, would have given the Department of Commerce that oversight


26Sector-specific agencies are federal agencies designated to be focal points for specific critical infrastructure sectors.

27S.3414, among other things, also addressed cybersecurity workforce issues, cybersecurity research and development, and critical infrastructure protection.
responsibility in consultation with DHS. The Federal Information Security Amendments Act of 2012, H.R. 4257, proposed to preserve OMB’s FISMA oversight duties. The Executive Cyberspace Coordination Act of 2011, H.R. 1136, would have given OMB’s role to a newly created National Office for Cyberspace in the Executive Office of the President. While H.R. 4257 was passed by the House of Representatives, none of these bills were enacted into law during the recently completed 112th Congress.

Strategic Approaches to Cybersecurity Can Help Organizations Focus on Objectives

Implementing a comprehensive strategic approach to cybersecurity requires the development of strategy documents to guide the activities that will support this approach. These strategy documents are starting points that define the problems and risks intended to be addressed by organizations as well as plans for tackling those problems and risks, allocating and managing the appropriate resources, identifying different organizations’ roles and responsibilities, and linking (or integrating) all planned actions. As envisioned by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993, developing a strategic plan can help clarify organizational priorities and unify employees in the pursuit of shared goals.

Such a plan can be of particular value in linking long-term performance goals and objectives horizontally across multiple organizations. In addition, it provides a basis for integrating, rather than merely coordinating, a wide array of activities. If done well, strategic planning is continuous and provides the basis for the important activities an organization does each day, moving it closer to accomplishing its ultimate objectives. By more closely aligning its activities, processes, and resources with its goals, the government can be better positioned to accomplish those goals.

---

28 S.3342, among other things, also addressed cybersecurity workforce issues, cybersecurity research and development, and cybercrime.

29 H.R.1136, among other things, also addressed supply chain security and critical infrastructure protection.

Although the federal strategy to address cybersecurity issues has been described in a number of documents, no integrated, overarching strategy has been developed that synthesizes these documents to provide a comprehensive description of the current strategy, including priority actions, responsibilities for performing them, and time frames for their completion. Existing strategy documents have not always addressed key elements of the desirable characteristics of a strategic approach. Among the items generally not included in cybersecurity strategy documents are mechanisms such as milestones and performance measures, cost and resource allocations, clear delineations of roles and responsibilities, and explanations of how the documents integrate with other national strategies. The items that have generally been missing are key to helping ensure that the vision and priorities outlined in the documents are effectively implemented. Without an overarching strategy that includes such mechanisms, the government is less able to determine the progress it has made in reaching its objectives and to hold key organizations accountable for carrying out planned activities.

There is no single document that comprehensively defines the nation’s cybersecurity strategy. Instead, various documents developed over the span of more than a decade have contributed to the national strategy, often revising priorities due to changing circumstances or assigning new responsibilities to various organizations. The evolution of the nation’s cybersecurity strategy is summarized in figure 3.
Figure 3: Evolution of National Strategies Related to Cybersecurity

Interactive graphic

Directions:
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National Plan for Information Systems Protection, Version 1.0: January 2000
- National Infrastructure Protection Plan: June 2006
- Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative: January 2008
- National Infrastructure Protection Plan Update: January 2009
- National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace: April 2011
- International Strategy for Cyberspace: May 2011
- 3 Priority Areas for Improvement Identified: March 2012

Source: GAO analysis of federal strategy documents.
The major cybersecurity initiatives and strategy documents that have been developed over the last 12 years are discussed below.

In 2000, President Clinton issued the *National Plan for Information Systems Protection*. The plan was intended as a first major element of a more comprehensive effort to protect the nation’s information systems and critical assets from future attacks. It focused on federal efforts to protect the nation’s critical cyber-based infrastructures. It identified risks associated with our nation’s dependence on computers and networks for critical services; recognized the need for the federal government to take a lead role in addressing critical infrastructure risks; and outlined key concepts and general initiatives to assist in achieving its goals. The plan identified specific action items and milestones for 10 component programs that were aimed at addressing the need to prepare for and prevent cyber attacks, detect and respond to attacks when they occur, and build strong foundations to support these efforts.

In 2003, the *National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace* was released. It was also intended to provide a framework for organizing and prioritizing efforts to protect cyberspace and was organized according to five national priorities, with major actions and initiatives identified for each. These priorities were

- a National Cyberspace Security Response System,
- a National Cyberspace Security Threat and Vulnerability Reduction Program,
- a National Cyberspace Security Awareness and Training Program,
- Securing Governments’ Cyberspace, and

In describing the threats to and vulnerabilities of cyberspace, the strategy highlighted the potential for damage to U.S. information systems from attacks by terrorist organizations.

Although it is unclear whether the 2003 strategy replaced the 2000 plan or was meant to be a supplemental document, the priorities of the 2003 strategy are similar to those of the 2000 document. For example, the 2003 strategy’s priority of establishing a national cyberspace security threat and vulnerability reduction program aligns with the 2000 plan’s...
programs related to identifying critical infrastructure assets and shared interdependencies, addressing vulnerabilities, and detecting attacks and unauthorized intrusions. In addition, the 2003 strategy’s priority of minimizing damage and recovery time from cyber attacks aligns with the 2000 plan’s program related to creating capabilities for response, reconstitution, and recovery. The 2000 plan also included programs addressing awareness and training, cyber-related counterintelligence and law enforcement, international cooperation, and research and development, similar to the 2003 strategy.

In 2008, President Bush issued National Security Presidential Directive 54/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23, establishing the Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI), a set of 12 projects aimed at safeguarding executive branch information systems by reducing potential vulnerabilities, protecting against intrusion attempts, and anticipating future threats. The 12 projects were the following:

1. **Trusted Internet Connections**: Reduce and consolidate external access points with the goal of limiting points of access to the Internet for executive branch civilian agencies.

2. **EINSTEIN 2**: Deploy passive sensors across executive branch civilian systems that have the ability to scan the content of Internet packets to determine whether they contain malicious code.

3. **EINSTEIN 3**: Pursue deployment of an intrusion prevention system that will allow for real-time prevention capabilities that will assess and block harmful code.

4. **Research and Development Efforts**: Coordinate and redirect research and development (R&D) efforts with a focus on coordinating both classified and unclassified R&D for cybersecurity.

5. **Connecting the Centers**: Connect current cyber centers to enhance cyber situational awareness and lead to greater integration and understanding of the cyber threat.

6. **Cyber Counterintelligence Plan**: Develop a government-wide cyber counterintelligence plan by improving the security of the physical and electromagnetic integrity of U.S. networks.
7. **Security of Classified Networks**: Increase the security of classified networks to reduce the risk of information they contain being disclosed.

8. **Expand Education**: Expand education efforts by constructing a comprehensive federal cyber education and training program, with attention to offensive and defensive skills and capabilities.

9. **Leap-Ahead Technology**: Define and develop enduring leap-ahead technology, strategies, and programs by investing in high-risk, high-reward research and development and by working with both private sector and international partners.

10. **Deterrence Strategies and Programs**: Define and develop enduring deterrence strategies and programs that focus on reducing vulnerabilities and deter interference and attacks in cyberspace.

11. **Global Supply Chain Risk Management**: Develop a multipronged approach for global supply chain risk management while seeking to better manage the federal government’s global supply chain.

12. **Public and Private Partnerships “Project 12”**: Define the federal role for extending cyber security into critical infrastructure domains and seek to define new mechanisms for the federal government and industry to work together to protect the nation’s critical infrastructure.

The CNCI’s projects are generally consistent with both the 2000 strategy and the 2003 strategy, while also introducing new priorities. For example, all three strategy documents address counterintelligence, education and awareness, research and development, reducing vulnerabilities, and public-private partnerships. However, the CNCI introduces additional priorities for the security of classified networks and global supply chain risk management, and it does not include programs to address response, reconstitution, and recovery or international cooperation, as in the previous strategies.

Shortly after taking office in 2009, President Obama ordered a thorough review of the federal government’s efforts to defend the nation’s information and communications infrastructure as well as the development of a comprehensive approach to cybersecurity. The White House *Cyberspace Policy Review*, released in May 2009, was the result. It recommended that the President appoint a national cybersecurity coordinator, which was completed in December 2009. It also
recommended, among many other things, that a coherent unified policy
guidance be developed that clarifies roles, responsibilities, and the
application of agency authorities for cybersecurity-related activities across
the federal government; a cybersecurity incident response plan be
prepared; a national public awareness and education campaign be
initiated that promotes cybersecurity; and a framework for research and
development strategies be created. According to the policy review,
President Obama determined that the CNCI and its associated activities
should evolve to become key elements of a broader, updated national
strategy. In addition, the CNCI initiatives were to play a key role in
supporting the achievement of many of the policy review’s
recommendations.

The National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace is one of
several strategy documents that are subordinate to the government’s
overall cybersecurity strategy and focuses on specific areas of concern.
Specifically, this strategy aims at improving the security of online
transactions by strengthening the way identities are established and
confirmed. The strategy envisions secure, efficient, easy-to-use, and
interoperable identity solutions to access online services in a manner that
promotes confidence, privacy, choice, and innovation. In order to fulfill its
vision, the strategy calls for

- developing a comprehensive Identity Ecosystem Framework,
- building and implementing interoperable identity solutions,
- enhancing confidence and willingness to participate in the Identity
  Ecosystem, and
- ensuring the long-term success and viability of the Identity
  Ecosystem.

31 The White House, National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace: Enhancing

32 The strategy defines an “Identity Ecosystem” as an online environment where
individuals and organizations will be able to trust each other because they follow agreed
upon standards to obtain and authenticate their digital identities—and the digital identities of
devices.
The first two goals focus on designing and building the necessary policy and technology to deliver trusted online services. The third goal encourages adoption, including the use of education and awareness efforts. The fourth goal promotes the continued development and enhancement of the Identity Ecosystem. For each goal, there are objectives that enable the achievement of the goal by addressing barriers in the current environment. The strategy states that these goals will require the active collaboration of all levels of government and the private sector. The private sector is seen as the primary developer, implementer, owner, and operator of the Identity Ecosystem, and the federal government’s role is to “enable” the private sector and lead by example through the early adoption and provision of Identity Ecosystem services.

In response to the R&D-related recommendations in the White House Cyberspace Policy Review, the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP)\textsuperscript{33} issued the first cybersecurity R&D strategic plan\textsuperscript{34} in December 2011, which defines a set of interrelated priorities for government agencies conducting or sponsoring cybersecurity R&D. This document is another of the subordinate strategy documents that address specific areas of concern. The priorities defined in the plan are organized into four goals—inducing change, developing scientific foundations, maximizing research impact, and accelerating transition to practice—that are aimed at limiting current cyberspace deficiencies, precluding future problems, and expediting the infusion of research accomplishments in the marketplace. Specifically, the plan identifies what research is needed to reduce cyber attacks. It includes the following themes:

- building a secure software system that is resilient to attacks;
- supporting security policies and security services for different types of cyberspace interactions;
- deploying systems that are both diverse and changing, to increase complexity and costs for attackers and system resiliency; and

\textsuperscript{33}OSTP, an office within the Executive Office of the President, advises the President on science and technology issues. It also coordinates related policies and R&D strategies across federal agencies, including through the National Science and Technology Council.

\textsuperscript{34}National Science and Technology Council, Trustworthy Cyberspace: Strategic Plan for the Federal Cybersecurity Research and Development Program (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 6, 2011).
Like the strategies for trusted cyberspace identities and cyberspace R&D, the *International Strategy for Cyberspace*, released by the White House in May 2011, is a subordinate strategy document that addresses a specific area of concern. The *International Strategy for Cyberspace* is intended to be a roadmap for better definition and coordination of U.S. international cyberspace policy. According to the strategy, in order to reach the goal of working internationally to promote an open, interoperable, secure, and reliable information and communications infrastructure, the government is to build and sustain an environment in which norms of responsible behavior guide states’ actions, sustain partnerships, and support the rule of law in cyberspace. The strategy stated that these cyberspace norms should be supported by principles such as upholding fundamental freedoms, respect for property, valuing privacy, protection from crime, and the right of self-defense. The strategy also included seven interdependent focus areas:

5. Internet Governance: Promoting Effective and Inclusive Structures.

In a March 2012 blog post, the White House Cybersecurity Coordinator announced that his office, in coordination with experts from DHS, DOD, NIST, and OMB, had identified three priority areas for improvement within federal cybersecurity:

- **Trusted Internet connections**: Consolidate external telecommunication connections and ensure a set of baseline security capabilities for situational awareness and enhanced monitoring.

- **Continuous monitoring of federal information systems**: Transform the otherwise static security control assessment and authorization process into a dynamic risk mitigation program that provides essential, near real-time security status and remediation, increasing visibility into system operations and helping security personnel make risk management decisions based on increased situational awareness.

- **Strong authentication**: Increase the use of federal smartcard credentials such as Personal Identity Verification and Common Access Cards that provide multifactor authentication and digital signature and encryption capabilities, authorizing users to access federal information systems with a higher level of assurance.

According to the post, these priorities were selected to focus federal department and agency cybersecurity efforts on implementing the most cost-effective and efficient cybersecurity controls for federal information system security. To support the implementation of these priorities, cybersecurity was included among a limited number of cross-agency priority goals, as required to be established under the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010. The cybersecurity goal was to achieve 95 percent use of critical cybersecurity capabilities on federal executive branch information systems by the end of 2014, including the three priorities mentioned above. The White House Cybersecurity Coordinator was designated as the goal leader, but according to one White House website, http://www.performance.gov, DHS was tasked with leading the government-wide coordination efforts to implement the goal. The administration’s priorities were included in its fiscal year 2011 FISMA report to Congress. In addition, both OMB and DHS FISMA reporting

---

instructions require federal agencies to report on progress in meeting those priorities in their 2012 FISMA reports.

There are a number of implementation plans aimed at executing various aspects of the national strategy. For example, the *National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP)*\(^{37}\) describes DHS’s overarching approach for integrating the nation’s critical infrastructure protection initiatives in a single effort. The goal of the NIPP is to prevent, deter, neutralize, or mitigate the effects of terrorist attacks on our nation’s critical infrastructure and to strengthen national preparedness, timely response, and rapid recovery of critical infrastructure in the event of an attack, natural disaster, or other emergency. The NIPP’s objectives include understanding and sharing information about terrorist threats and other hazards with critical infrastructure partners; building partnerships to share information and implement critical infrastructure protection programs; implementing a long-term risk management program; and maximizing the efficient use of resources for critical infrastructure protection, restoration, and recovery.

While various subordinate strategies and implementation plans focusing on specific cybersecurity issues have been released in the past few years, no overarching national cybersecurity strategy document has been prepared that synthesizes the relevant portions of these documents or provides a comprehensive description of the current strategy. According to officials at the Executive Office of the President, the current national cybersecurity strategy consists of several documents and statements issued at different times, including the 2003 strategy, which is now almost a decade old, the 2009 White House policy review, and subordinate strategies such as the R&D strategy and the international strategy. Also implicitly included in the national strategy are the modifications made when the CNCI was introduced in 2008 and the 2012 statement regarding cross-agency priority goals.

Despite the fact that no overarching document has been created, the White House has asserted that the national strategy has in fact been updated. We reported in October 2010 that a committee had been formed

---

to prepare an update to the 2003 strategy in response to the recommendation of the 2009 policy review. However, no updated strategy document has been issued. In May 2011, the White House announced that it had completed all the near-term actions outlined in the 2009 policy review, including the update to the 2003 national strategy. According to the administration’s fact sheet on cybersecurity accomplishments, the 2009 policy review itself serves as the updated strategy. The fact sheet stated that the direction and needs highlighted in the Cyberspace Policy Review and the previous national cybersecurity strategy were still relevant, and it noted that the administration had updated its strategy on two subordinate cyber issues, identity management and international engagement. However, these actions do not fulfill the recommendation that an updated strategy be prepared for the President’s approval. As a result, no overarching strategy exists to show how the various goals and activities articulated in current documents form an integrated strategic approach.

Useful Strategies Should Include Desirable Characteristics

In 2004 we identified a set of desirable characteristics that can enhance the usefulness of national strategies as guidance for decision makers in allocating resources, defining policies, and helping to ensure accountability. Table 3 provides a summary of the six characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desirable characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose, scope, and methodology</td>
<td>Addresses why the strategy was produced, the scope of its coverage, and the process by which it was developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem definition and risk assessment</td>
<td>Addresses the particular national problems and threats the strategy is directed toward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals, subordinate objectives, activities, and performance measures</td>
<td>Addresses what the strategy is trying to achieve and steps to achieve those results, as well as the priorities, milestones, and performance measures to gauge results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


We believe that including all the key elements of these characteristics in a national strategy would provide valuable direction to responsible parties for developing and implementing the strategy, enhance its usefulness as guidance for resource and policy decision makers, and better ensure accountability.

Federal Cybersecurity Strategy Documents Have Not Always Included Key Elements of Desirable Characteristics

The government’s cybersecurity strategy documents have generally addressed several of the desirable characteristics of national strategies, but lacked certain key elements. For example, the 2009 White House Cyberspace Policy Review, the Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace, and the Strategic Plan for the Federal Cybersecurity Research and Development Program addressed purpose, scope, and methodology. In addition, all the documents included the problem definition aspect of “problem definition and risk assessment.” Likewise, the documents all generally included goals, subordinate objectives, and activities, which are key elements of the “goals, subordinate objectives, activities, and performance measures” characteristic. However, certain elements of the characteristics were missing from most, if not all, of the documents we reviewed. The key elements that were generally missing from these documents include (1) milestones and performance measures, (2) cost and resources, (3) roles and responsibilities, and (4) linkage with other strategy documents.

Milestones and Performance Measures

Milestones and performance measures were generally not included in strategy documents, appearing only in limited circumstances within subordinate strategies and initiatives. For example, the Cross-Agency Priority Goals for Cybersecurity and the National Strategy for Trusted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desirable characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resources, investments, and risk management</td>
<td>Addresses what implementation of the strategy will cost, the sources and types of resources and investments needed, and where resources and investments should be targeted based on balancing risk reductions with costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational roles, responsibilities, and coordination</td>
<td>Addresses who will be implementing the strategy, what their roles will be compared to others, and mechanisms for them to coordinate their efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkage to other strategies and implementation</td>
<td>Addresses how a national strategy relates to other strategies’ goals, objectives, and activities, and to subordinate levels of government and their plans to implement the strategy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO.
Identities in Cyberspace,\textsuperscript{41} which represent only a portion of the national strategy, included milestones for achieving their goals. In addition, the progress in implementing the Cross-Agency Priority Goals for Cybersecurity is tracked through FISMA reports submitted by agencies and their inspectors general. However, in general, the documents and initiatives that currently contribute to the government’s overall cybersecurity strategy do not include milestones or performance measures for tracking progress in accomplishing stated goals and objectives. For example, the 2003 National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace included no milestones or performance measures for addressing the five priority areas it defined. Likewise, other documents generally did not include either milestones for implementation of the strategy or outcome-related performance measures to gauge success.

The lack of milestones and performance measures at the strategic level is mirrored in similar shortcomings within key government programs that are part of the government-wide strategy. For example, the DHS inspector general reported in 2011 that the DHS Cybersecurity and Communications (CS&C) office had not yet developed objective, quantifiable performance measures to determine whether it was meeting its mission to secure cyberspace and protect critical infrastructures.\textsuperscript{42} Additionally, the inspector general reported that CS&C was not able to track its progress efficiently and effectively in addressing the actions outlined in the 2003 National Cybersecurity Strategy or achieving the goals outlined in the NIPP. Accordingly, the inspector general recommended that CS&C develop and implement performance measures to be used to track and evaluate the effectiveness of actions defined in its strategic implementation plan. The inspector general also recommended that management use these measures to assess CS&C’s overall progress in attaining its strategic goals and milestones. DHS officials stated that, as of January 2012, CS&C had not yet developed objective performance criteria and measures, and that development of these will begin once the CS&C strategic implementation plan is completed.

\textsuperscript{41}The National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace includes interim benchmarks (3-5 years) and longer-term benchmarks (10 years) for determining whether the strategy was successful.

Many of the experts we consulted cited a lack of accountability as one of the root causes for the slow progress in implementing the nation’s cybersecurity goals and objectives. Specifically, cybersecurity and information management experts stated that the inability of the federal government to make progress in addressing persistent weaknesses within its risk-based security framework can be associated with the lack of performance measures and monitoring to assess whether security objectives are being achieved. Without establishing milestones or performance measures in its national strategy, the government lacks a means to ensure priority goals and objectives are accomplished and responsible parties are held accountable.

Though the 2000 plan and the 2003 strategy linked some investments to the annual budget, the strategy documents generally did not include an analysis of the cost of planned activities or the source and type of resources needed to carry out the strategy’s goals and objectives. The 2000 National Plan for Information Systems Protection identified resources for certain cybersecurity activities, and the 2003 National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace linked some of its investment requests—such as completing a cyber incident warning system—to the fiscal 2003 budget. However, none of the strategies included an analysis of the cost and resources needed to implement the entire strategy. For example, while the cybersecurity R&D strategic plan mentioned specific initiatives, such as a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency program to fund biologically inspired cyber-attack resilience, it did not describe how decisions were made regarding the amount of resources to be invested in this or any other R&D initiative. The plan also did not outline how the chosen cybersecurity R&D efforts would be funded and sustained in the future.

In addition, the strategies did not include a business case for investing in activities to support their goals and objectives based on assessments of the risks and relative costs of mitigating them. Many of the private sector experts we consulted stated that not establishing such a value proposition makes it difficult to mobilize the resources needed to significantly improve security within the government as well as to build support in the private sector for a national commitment to cybersecurity. A convincing assessment of the specific risks and resources needed to mitigate them would help implementing parties allocate resources and investments according to priorities and constraints, track costs and performance, and shift existing investments and resources as needed to align with national priorities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles and Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most of the strategies lacked clearly defined roles and responsibilities for key agencies, such as DHS, DOD, and OMB, that contribute substantially to the nation’s cybersecurity programs. For example, as already discussed, while the law gives OMB responsibility for oversight of federal government information security, OMB transferred several of its oversight responsibilities to DHS. According to OMB representatives, the oversight responsibilities transferred to DHS represent the operational aspects of its role, in contrast to the general oversight responsibilities stipulated by FISMA, which OMB retained. The representatives further stated that the enlistment of DHS to assist OMB in performing these responsibilities has allowed OMB to have more visibility into the cybersecurity activities of federal agencies because of the additional resources and expertise provided by DHS and that OMB and DHS continue to work closely together. While OMB’s decision to transfer several of its responsibilities to DHS may have had beneficial practical results, such as leveraging the resources of DHS, it is not consistent with FISMA, which assigns all of these responsibilities to OMB.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these responsibilities now divided between the two organizations, it is also unclear how OMB and DHS are to share oversight of individual departments and agencies, which are responsible under FISMA for ensuring the security of their information systems and networks. For example, both DHS and OMB have issued annual FISMA reporting instructions to agencies, which could create confusion among agency officials. Further, the instructions vary in content. In its 2012 instructions, DHS included, among other things, specific actions agencies were required to complete, time frames for completing the actions, and reporting metrics. However, the OMB instructions, although identically titled, included different directions. Specifically, the OMB instructions required agencies to submit metrics data for the first quarter of the fiscal year, while the DHS reporting instructions stated that agencies were not required to submit such data. Further, the OMB instructions stated that agency chief information officers would submit monthly data feeds through the FISMA reporting system, while the DHS instructions indicated that inspectors general and senior agency officials for privacy would also submit monthly data feeds. Issuing identically titled reporting instructions with varying content could result in inconsistent reporting. |

Further, it is unclear which agency currently has the role of ensuring that agencies are held accountable for implementing the provisions of FISMA. Although FISMA requires OMB to approve or disapprove agencies’ information security programs, OMB has not made explicit statements that would indicate whether an agency’s information security program has
been approved or disapproved. As a result, a mechanism for establishing accountability and holding agencies accountable for implementing effective programs is not being used.

Mirroring these shortcomings, several GAO reports have likewise demonstrated that the roles and responsibilities of key agencies charged with protecting the nation’s cyber assets are inadequately defined. For example, as described in our recent report on gaps in homeland defense and civil support guidance, although DOD has prepared guidance regarding support for civilian agencies in a domestic cyber incident and has an agreement with DHS for preparing for and responding to such incidents, these documents do not clarify all key aspects of how DOD will support a response to a domestic cyber incident. For example, the chartering directives for the Offices of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Global Strategic Affairs and the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense and Americas’ Security Affairs assign overlapping roles and responsibilities for preparing for and responding to domestic cyber incidents. In an October 2012 report, we recommended that DOD update guidance on preparing for and responding to domestic cyber incidents to align with national-level guidance and that such guidance should include a description of DOD’s roles and responsibilities. Further, in a March 2010 report on the CNCI, we stated that federal agencies had overlapping and uncoordinated responsibilities and it was unclear where overall responsibility for coordination lay. We recommended that the Director of OMB better define roles and responsibilities for all key CNCI participants to ensure that essential government-wide cybersecurity activities are fully coordinated.

Many of the experts we consulted agreed that the roles and responsibilities of key agencies are not well defined. Clearly defining roles and responsibilities for agencies charged with implementing key aspects
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of the national cybersecurity strategies would aid in fostering coordination, particularly where there is overlap, and thus enhance both implementation and accountability.

The cybersecurity strategy documents we reviewed did not include any discussion of how they linked to or superseded other documents, nor did they describe how they fit into the overall national cybersecurity strategy. For example, the 2003 *National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace* does not refer to the 2000 plan nor describe progress made since the previous strategy was issued or if it was meant to replace or enhance the previous strategy. Each of the subsequent documents that have addressed aspects of the federal government’s approach to cybersecurity—such as the *Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative*, the *National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace*, and the *International Strategy to Secure Cyberspace*—has established its own set of goals and priority actions, but none of these cybersecurity agendas are linked to each other to explain why planned activities differ or are prioritized differently. For example, in 2012, the administration determined that trusted Internet connections, continuous monitoring, and strong authentication should be cross-agency priorities, but no explanation was given as to how these three relate to priorities established in other strategy documents. Specifying how new documents are linked with the overall national cybersecurity strategy would clarify priorities and better establish roles and responsibilities, thereby fostering effective implementation and accountability.

The importance of developing an overarching strategy that links component documents and addresses all key elements was confirmed by our discussions with experts. For example, experts agreed that a strategy should define milestones for achieving specific outcomes and that it should be linked to accountability and execution with performance measures to help in determining whether progress is being made. Without addressing these key elements, the national cybersecurity strategy remains poorly defined and faces many implementation challenges. Until an overarching strategy is developed that addresses these elements, progress in cybersecurity may remain limited and difficult to determine.
The Federal Government Continues to Face Challenges in Implementing Cybersecurity that Could Be Addressed by an Effective Strategy

As demonstrated in our reviews and the reviews of inspectors general, the government continues to face cybersecurity implementation challenges in a number of key areas, including those related to protecting our nation’s critical infrastructure. For example, audits of federal agencies have found that weaknesses in risk-based management and implementation of controls have not substantially improved over the last 4 years. Incident response capabilities, while becoming more sophisticated, also face persistent challenges in sharing information and developing analytical capability. Challenges likewise remain in developing effective initiatives for promoting education and awareness, coordinating research and development, and interacting with foreign governments and other international entities. Until steps are taken to address these persistent challenges, overall progress in improving the nation’s cybersecurity posture is likely to remain limited.

Federal Agencies Face Challenges in Designing and Implementing Risk-based Programs

Developing, implementing, and maintaining security controls is key to preventing successful attacks on computer systems and ensuring that information and systems are not compromised. Ineffective implementation of security controls can result in significant risks, including:

- loss or theft of resources, including money and intellectual property;
- inappropriate access to and disclosure, modification, or destruction of sensitive information;
- use of computer resources for unauthorized purposes or to launch attacks on other computer systems;
- damage to networks and equipment;
- loss of business due to lack of customer confidence; and
- increased costs from remediation.

From a strategic perspective, it is important that effective processes be instituted for determining which controls to apply, ensuring they are properly implemented, and measuring their effectiveness. Such processes are core elements of an effective cybersecurity strategy.

Federal Strategies and Guidance Reflect a Risk-based Approach

Federal strategy documents reflect the risk-based approach to managing information security controls established by FISMA and federal guidance. For example, the 2003 National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace
recognizes the importance of managing risk responsibly and enhancing the nation’s ability to minimize the damage that results from successful attacks. It encourages the use of commercially available automated auditing and reporting tools to validate the effectiveness of security controls, and states that these tools are essential to continuously understanding the risks to information systems. While acknowledging the importance of these principles, the 2003 strategy document did not indicate time frames or milestones for accomplishing specific actions or establish measures to determine the progress in achieving those actions.

The 2009 White House *Cyberspace Policy Review* provided more specifics, stating that the federal government, along with state, local, and tribal governments and industry, should develop a set of threat scenarios and metrics that all could use for risk management decisions. The DHS *Blueprint for a Secure Cyber Future*, released in November 2011, included reducing exposure to cyber risk as one of its four goals for protecting critical information infrastructure. According to the blueprint, to achieve this goal the department must identify and harden critical information infrastructure through the deployment of appropriate security measures to manage risk to critical systems and assets.

As discussed previously, OMB, in July 2010, issued a memorandum expanding DHS’s cybersecurity role in overseeing federal agencies’ implementation of FISMA requirements. As part of DHS’s responsibilities for FISMA reporting, the Cybersecurity Performance Management Program within DHS annually reviews FISMA data submitted by agencies and inspectors general to, among other things, identify cyber risks across the federal enterprise. This information informs the annual report to Congress.

To assist agencies in identifying risks, NIST has released risk management and assessment guides for information systems. These
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46DHS issued the *Blueprint for a Secure Cyber Future* to establish a plan of action for the department to implement the National Security Strategy and to achieve other DHS cybersecurity goals.

guides provide a foundation for the development of an effective risk management program, and include the guidance necessary for assessing and mitigating risks identified within information technology systems. Agencies are required to use these guidance documents when identifying risks to their systems. NIST’s guide for managing information security risk provides guidance for an integrated, organization-wide program for managing information security risk to organizational operations, organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, and the nation resulting from the operation and use of federal information systems. The guide describes fundamental concepts associated with managing information security risk across an organization, including risk management at various levels, called tiers. According to NIST, risk management is a process that requires organizations to (1) frame risk (i.e., establish the context for risk-based decisions); (2) assess risk; (3) respond to risk once determined; and (4) monitor risk on an ongoing basis. Figure 4 illustrates the risk management process as applied across the tiers—organization, mission/business process, and information system.

**Figure 4: NIST Risk Management Process Applied Across the Tiers**

Source: NIST data.
Shortcomings Persist in Assessing Risk, Developing and Implementing Controls, and Monitoring Results in the Federal Government

Our audits and the audits of inspectors general have identified many weaknesses in agencies’ risk management processes. Numerous recommendations were made to agencies in fiscal years 2011 and 2012 to address these security control weaknesses, which include risk assessment weaknesses, inconsistent application of controls, and weak monitoring controls.

**Assessing Risk**

According to NIST, risk is determined by identifying potential threats to the organization and vulnerabilities in its systems, determining the likelihood that a particular threat may exploit vulnerabilities, and assessing the resulting impact on the organization’s mission, including the effect on sensitive and critical systems and data. These assessments increase an organization’s awareness of risk and can generate support for policies and controls that are adopted in response. Such support can help ensure that policies and controls operate as intended. In addition, identifying and assessing information security risks are essential to determining what controls are required.

Agencies’ capabilities for performing risk assessments, as required by FISMA, have declined in recent years. According to OMB’s fiscal year 2011 report to Congress on FISMA implementation, agency compliance with risk management requirements suffered the largest decline of any FISMA metric between fiscal year 2010 and 2011. Inspectors general for 8 of 22 major agencies reported compliance in 2011, while 13 of 24 inspectors general reported compliance the year before. The following deficiencies were cited most frequently:

- accreditation boundaries for agency systems were not defined (13 of 23 agencies),
- specific risks were not sufficiently communicated to appropriate levels of the organization (12 of 23 agencies),
- risks from a mission or business process perspective were not addressed (12 of 23 agencies), and
- security assessment report was not in accordance with government policies (11 of 23 agencies).

Our own analysis of weaknesses reported by inspectors general shows that the number of weaknesses related to the risk assessment process...
has greatly increased over the last 4 years. In fiscal year 2008 only 3 of the 24 inspectors general reported weaknesses related to assessing risk. In fiscal year 2011, 18 of 24 reported weaknesses in this area. For example, according to a November 2011 inspector general report, one agency did not have a risk management framework in place and had not fully developed risk management procedures, due to budget cuts. Around the same time, another agency’s inspector general reported that while risk management procedures at a system-specific level had been implemented, an agency-wide risk management methodology had not been developed. In an October 2011 report on agencies’ efforts to implement information security requirements, we reported that of the 24 major agencies, none had fully or effectively implemented an agency-wide information security program. Of those, 18 had shortcomings in the documentation of their security management programs, which establish the framework and activities for assessing risk, developing and implementing effective security procedures, and monitoring the effectiveness of these procedures.

Risk management was also a topic that our experts felt was very important to a comprehensive approach to cybersecurity. One expert stated that cybersecurity is not a technical problem, but an enterprise-wide risk management challenge that must be tackled in a far more comprehensive manner than is generally understood both at the enterprise and government level. One expert cited defining the cost of insecurity as one of the most significant challenges in improving the nation’s cybersecurity posture. Another expert suggested that the risk guidance be reviewed and updated due to changes in technology.

Developing and Implementing Appropriate Controls

NIST has developed guidance to assist agencies, once risks have been assessed, in determining which controls are appropriate for their information and systems. In August 2009, NIST released the third revision of special publication 800-53, Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, which provides a catalog of controls and technical guidelines that federal agencies must use to
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Agencies have flexibility in applying NIST guidance, and according to NIST, agencies should apply the security concepts and principles articulated in special publication 800-53 in the context of the agency’s missions, business functions, and environment of operation.

In addition, in order to ensure a consistent government-wide baseline, specific guidance has been developed for implementing and configuring controls in certain widely used computing platforms. In fiscal year 2010, DOD, DHS, NIST, and the federal CIO Council worked closely together to develop the United States Government Configuration Baseline (USGCB) for Windows 7 and Internet Explorer 8. As a baseline, USGCB is the core set of default security configurations for all agencies; however, agencies may customize the USGCB baseline to fit their operational needs. In fiscal year 2011, the USGCB was expanded to include RedHat Enterprise Linux 5 Desktop, and multiple updates for Windows 7 and Internet Explorer 8 were released.

Although guidance for implementing appropriate cybersecurity controls has been available for many years, we have consistently identified weaknesses in agencies’ implementation of the guidance in control areas such as configuration management. Configuration management is an important process for establishing and maintaining secure information system configurations, and provides important support for managing security risks in information systems. However, inspectors general have consistently reported weaknesses in agencies’ implementation of such controls. For example, the fiscal year 2011 report to Congress on the implementation of FISMA listed configuration management as one of the 11 cybersecurity program areas that needed the most improvement. According to that report, 18 of 24 agencies’ configuration management
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49 NIST released an update of this publication in May 2010. An initial public draft for comment of the fourth revision of this publication was released in February 2012.

50 Each inspector general is asked to assess his or her agency’s information security programs in 11 areas: risk management, configuration management, incident response and reporting, security training, plans of actions and milestones, remote access management, identity and access management, continuous monitoring management, contingency planning, contractor systems, and security capital planning.
programs needed significant improvement. The following deficiencies were found to be the most common:

- configuration management policy was not fully developed (13 of 23 agencies),
- configuration management procedures were not fully developed (9 of 23 agencies),
- standard baseline configurations were not identified for all hardware components (9 of 23 agencies), and
- USGCB was not fully implemented (8 of 23 agencies).

Our own analysis of weaknesses reported by agency inspectors general also shows that the number of weaknesses related to configuration management has increased over the last 4 years. In fiscal year 2008, inspectors general from 15 agencies reported weaknesses related to configuration management, whereas 23 reported weaknesses in 2011.

The experts we consulted focused on the need for security controls to be included in systems development, instead of being applied as an afterthought. One expert stated that commercial companies often forgo the extra cost associated with meeting defined cybersecurity specifications, and security is weakened as a result of the lack of built-in controls. Another expert made a similar comment by saying that one of the most significant changes that would improve cybersecurity is building in security instead of “bolting it on” after the fact. He added that this would involve changing the mindset of various stakeholders.

**Monitoring Results**

According to NIST, security control effectiveness is measured by correctness of implementation and by how adequately the implemented controls meet organizational needs in accordance with current risk tolerance (i.e., whether the control is implemented in accordance with the security plan to address threats and whether the security plan is adequate). Further, according to NIST, a key element in implementing an effective risk management approach is to establish a continuous monitoring program. Continuous monitoring is the process of maintaining an ongoing awareness of information security, vulnerabilities, and threats to support organizational risk management decisions. The objectives are to (1) conduct ongoing monitoring of the security of an organization’s
networks, information, and systems; and (2) respond by accepting, transferring, or mitigating risk as situations change. Continuous monitoring is one of the six steps in NIST’s risk management framework and is an important way to assess the security impacts on an information system due to changes in hardware, software, firmware, or environmental operations. As part of its reporting instructions since fiscal year 2010, OMB requested inspectors general to report whether agencies had established continuous monitoring programs. For fiscal year 2011, the administration identified continuous monitoring as one of three FISMA priorities, and therefore the fiscal year 2011 FISMA reporting instructions included expanded metrics related to continuous monitoring.

OMB’s fiscal year 2011 report on the implementation of FISMA shows that, according to agency reporting, implementation of automated continuous monitoring capabilities rose from 56 percent of total assets in fiscal year 2010 to 78 percent of total assets in fiscal year 2011. Agencies reported that they had implemented automated capabilities for activities such as inventorying assets, configuration management, and vulnerability management, which contributed to improvements in continuous monitoring capabilities (see fig. 5).
Figure 5: Percentage of Continuous Monitoring Capabilities Reported by Agencies in Fiscal Year 2011

However, the report also states that inspectors general cited 4 out of 11 cybersecurity program areas, including continuous monitoring, as needing the most improvement. The weaknesses in continuous monitoring management most reported by agency inspectors general were

- continuous monitoring policy was not fully developed (9 of 23 agencies),
- key security documentation was not provided to the system authorizing official or other key system officials (8 of 23 agencies), and
- continuous monitoring procedures were not consistently implemented (7 of 23 agencies).

Similarly, in October 2011, we reported that most of the 24 major federal agencies had not fully implemented their programs for continuous monitoring of security controls in fiscal year 2010. We and inspectors general identified weaknesses in 17 of 24 agencies’ fiscal year 2010 efforts for continuous monitoring. In addition, in a July 2011 report we stated that while the Department of State is recognized as a leader in federal efforts to develop and implement a continuous risk monitoring capability, this capability’s scope did not include non-Windows operating systems, firewalls, routers, switches, mainframes, databases, and intrusion detection devices. We recommended that State take several steps to improve the implementation of its continuous monitoring capability. Further, 2 inspectors general also reported that their respective agencies had not established a continuous monitoring program. While 15 inspectors general reported that their agencies had programs in place, all cited weaknesses in their agencies’ programs. These weaknesses included, for example, that continuous monitoring procedures were not fully developed or consistently implemented at 11 agencies. In another example, 10 inspectors general cited weaknesses in ongoing assessments of selected security controls.

51 GAO-12-137.

52 GAO, Information Security: State Has Taken Steps to Implement a Continuous Monitoring Application, but Key Challenges Remain, GAO-11-149 (Washington, D.C.: July 8, 2011).
Experts had mixed views about the importance of continuous monitoring as a tool to improve cybersecurity in the federal government. While one of the experts we consulted stated that moving from a paperwork-intensive process to a continuous monitoring process was the single most important action that could be taken to improve federal information security, another expert cited penetration testing as the single most important action. Two of the CIOs we surveyed also stated that the move to relying on automated tools to continuously monitor government systems is a practical way to contribute to meaningful security.

Although federal agencies are making progress in implementing continuous monitoring programs that include automated capabilities for managing agency assets, configuration management, and vulnerability management, much more progress is needed to meet the administration’s goal for continuous monitoring. Until agencies can fully implement their continuous monitoring programs, they may have little assurance that they are aware of the true security impacts on their information and information systems due to changes in hardware, software, firmware, or environmental operations.

Given the persistent shortcomings in all three key elements of agency risk management processes—assessment, implementation of controls, and monitoring results—it is important that a clearly defined OMB oversight process be in place to ensure that agencies are held accountable for implementing required risk management processes. Without a means to hold agencies accountable, the pattern of persistent risk management shortcomings is unlikely to improve.

DHS and sector-specific agencies have responsibilities for facilitating the adoption of cybersecurity protective measures within critical infrastructure sectors. The NIPP states that, in accordance with HSPD-7, DHS is a principal focal point for the security of cyberspace and is responsible for coordinating efforts to protect the cyber infrastructure owned and operated by the private sector and is responsible for providing guidance on effective cyber-protective measures, assisting sector-specific agencies in understanding and mitigating cyber risk, and assisting in developing effective and appropriate protective measures. To accomplish these responsibilities, according to the NIPP, sector-specific agencies are to work with their private sector counterparts to understand and mitigate cyber risk by, among other things, determining whether approaches for critical infrastructure inventory, risk assessment, and protective measures address assets, systems, and networks; require enhancement; or require the use of alternative approaches.

GAO Has Previously Reported on Challenges in Coordinating Critical Infrastructure Sector Efforts
Security controls for critical infrastructure are likely to be determined largely by industry benchmarks and standards. In some instances, federal agencies have regulatory authority to require private sector implementation of controls. Some controls have also been recommended by federal agencies. In other areas there is little or no federal regulation of private sector cybersecurity practices. For example, as we reported in December 2011, the information technology, communications, and water critical infrastructure sectors and the oil and natural gas subsector of the energy sector are not subject to direct federal cybersecurity-related regulation.\(^5\)

Our December 2011 report stated that although the use of cybersecurity guidance is not mandatory for all sectors, entities may voluntarily implement such guidance in response to business incentives, including the need to mitigate a variety of risks. Officials familiar with cybersecurity issues from both the communications and information technology sectors stated that the competitive market place, desire to maintain profits, and customer expectation of information security—rather than federal regulation—drive the adoption of best practices. Officials responsible for coordinating the oil and gas sector said that their member companies are not required to follow industry guidelines, but legal repercussions regarding standards of care may motivate the incorporation of such cybersecurity guidance into their operations.

Other critical infrastructure entities, such as depository institutions in the banking and finance sector; the bulk power system in the electricity subsector of the energy sector; the health care and public health sector; and the nuclear reactors, materials, and waste sector, are required to meet mandatory cybersecurity standards established by federal regulation. For example, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approved eight mandatory cybersecurity standards that address the following topics: critical cyber asset identification, security management...

\(^5\)GAO, Critical Infrastructure Protection: Cybersecurity Guidance Is Available, but More Can Be Done to Promote Its Use, GAO-12-92 (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 9, 2011). In commenting on a draft of the report, an Oil and Natural Gas Subsector Coordinating Council representative familiar with cybersecurity-related regulation stated that entities in the oil and natural gas subsector that have high-risk chemical facilities are subject to Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards. Facilities covered by this standard are required to implement measures to deter cyber sabotage, and prevent unauthorized onsite or remote access to critical process controls systems, critical business systems, and sensitive computerized systems.
controls, personnel and training, electronic security perimeter(s), physical security of critical cyber assets, systems security management, incident reporting and response planning, and recovery plans for critical cyber assets. However, applicability of these standards is limited to the bulk power system—a term that refers to facilities and control systems necessary for operating the electric transmission network and certain generation facilities needed for reliability. Further, regulatory oversight of the electric industry is fragmented among federal, state, and local authorities, thus posing challenges in gaining a system-wide view of the cyber risk to the electric grid in an environment where cyber threats and vulnerabilities of one segment of the grid could affect the entire grid.

DHS’s Office of Cybersecurity and Communications’ Control Systems Security Program has also issued recommended practices to reduce risks to industrial control systems within and across all critical infrastructure sectors. For example, in April 2011, the program issued the *Catalog of Control Systems Security: Recommendations for Standards Developers*, which is intended to provide a detailed listing of recommended controls from several standards related to control systems. Individual industries and critical infrastructure sectors also have their own specific standards, and some are required to comply with regulations that include cybersecurity. These include standards or guidance developed by regulatory agencies that assist entities within sectors in complying with cybersecurity-related laws and regulations.

However, at the time of our report, DHS and the other sector-specific agencies had not yet identified cybersecurity guidance applicable to or widely used in each of the critical infrastructure sectors. Specifically, DHS guidance for preparing the sector-specific critical infrastructure protection plans called for, among other things, outlining each sector’s cyber protection and resilience strategies; however, these plans largely did not identify key guidance for cybersecurity. Only one of the seven sectors we reviewed (banking and finance) listed cybersecurity guidance in its sector-specific plan. We recommended that DHS, in collaboration with the sector-specific agencies, sector coordinating councils, and the owners
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54 An electronic security perimeter is the logical border surrounding a network to which critical cyber assets are connected and for which access is controlled.

and operators of cyber-reliant critical infrastructure for the associated seven critical infrastructure sectors, determine whether it is appropriate to have key cybersecurity guidance listed in sector plans or annual plans and adjust planning guidance accordingly to suggest the inclusion of such guidance in future plans. The agency concurred with our recommendation.

Many of the experts we consulted agreed that private sector companies controlling critical infrastructure had not done enough to protect against cyber threats and that the government had not done enough to engage these companies in efforts to enhance cybersecurity. Experts told us that the limited commitment of private sector companies to implement the government’s cybersecurity strategy was due to the fact that the government had not made a convincing business case, or value proposition, that specific threats affecting these companies merited substantial new investment in enhanced cybersecurity controls.

We continue to believe that DHS, in collaboration with key private sector entities, should implement our recommendation to determine whether it is appropriate to have key cybersecurity guidance listed in sector plans or annual plans and adjust planning guidance accordingly to suggest the inclusion of such guidance in future plans.

FISMA recognizes incident response as a key element in safeguarding agencies’ information systems, and assisting in enhanced security and risk management. The White House and DHS have issued strategies for identifying and responding to cyber incidents affecting both federal information systems and the nation’s critical infrastructure and emphasize sharing information, developing analysis and warning capabilities, and coordinating efforts. However, despite efforts made to improve the coordination of information sharing and development of a timely analysis and warning capability, agency officials and experts we consulted confirmed that these areas remain challenges.

Since 2000, government strategies have identified the need to improve incident response, detection, and mitigation both within the federal government and across the nation. These strategies have consistently emphasized the importance of information sharing, analysis and warning capabilities, and coordinating efforts among relevant entities to minimize the impact of incidents.
The 2000 *National Plan for Information Systems Protection* was largely focused on preparing for and responding to cyber incidents. Two of its three overall objectives were to:

- Prepare for and prevent cyber attacks. This objective was aimed at minimizing the possibility of a significant attack and building an infrastructure that would remain effective in the face of such an attack.
- Detect and respond to cyber attacks. This objective focused on identifying and assessing attacks in a timely way, containing the attacks, and quickly recovering from them.

The plan established programmatic elements and specific activities to achieve each objective with target completion dates. For example, programmatic elements to meet the “detect and respond” objective included detecting unauthorized intrusions, creating incident response capabilities, and sharing attack warnings in a timely manner. Specific activities to address these programmatic elements included developing a pilot intrusion detection network for civilian federal agencies and mechanisms for the regular sharing of federal threat, vulnerability, and warning data with private sector Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISAC).

The 2003 *National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace* assigned DHS the lead responsibility for coordinating incident response and recovery planning as well as conducting incident response exercises. The strategy set three objectives that mirror those of the 2000 plan:

- prevent cyber attacks against America’s critical infrastructures,
- reduce national vulnerability to cyber attacks, and
- minimize damage and recovery time from cyber attacks that do occur.

Developing a national cybersecurity response system was identified as one of five national priorities, and activities were identified to achieve this priority. According to the strategy, an effective national cyberspace
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56ISACs by definition are critical infrastructure sector-specific, trusted communities of security specialists that identify, analyze, and share information; collaborate on threats, incidents, vulnerabilities, and best practices; and work to protect their respective industries from cyber and physical threats.
response system would involve public and private institutions and cyber centers performing analysis, conducting watch and warning activities, enabling information exchange, and facilitating restoration efforts. The strategy recommended, among other things, that DHS create a single point of contact for the federal government’s interaction with industry and other partners, which would include cyberspace analysis, warning, information sharing, incident response, and national-level recovery efforts. In response to the strategy’s recommendations, DHS established US-CERT, which is charged with defending against and helping to respond to cyber attacks on executive branch agencies as well as sharing information and collaborating with state and local governments, industry, and international partners.

The 2003 strategy also stated that DHS would use exercises to evaluate the impact of cyber attacks on government-wide processes. Such exercises were to include critical infrastructure that could have an impact on government-wide processes. According to DHS, it has conducted several exercises since the strategy was issued, including four national-level exercises through its National Exercise program57 and four Cyber Storm58 exercises under DHS’s Office of Cybersecurity and Communications.

The 2008 CNCI included several projects designed to limit the government’s susceptibility to attack and improve its ability to detect and respond to cyber incidents. Unlike the previous strategies, the CNCI focused on technical solutions for incident detection and response. The CNCI projects included the trusted Internet connections initiative, which aimed to limit the ways in which attackers could gain access to federal networks by consolidating external access points, and phases 2 and 3 of the National Cybersecurity Protection System (operationally known as EINSTEIN).59 The EINSTEIN 2 project involved deploying sensors to

57 The DHS National Exercise Program provides a framework for prioritizing and coordinating federal, regional, and state exercise activities, without replacing any individual department or agency exercises. The program enables federal, state, and local departments and agencies to align their exercise programs.

58 Cyber Storm is DHS’s biennial exercise series that provides the framework to strengthen cyber preparedness in the public and private sectors.

59 “EINSTEIN” is a suite of capabilities that monitor and analyze cyber threat data transiting to and from federal civilian government networks.
inspect Internet traffic entering federal systems for unauthorized accesses and malicious content. EINSTEIN 3’s goal was to identify and characterize malicious network traffic to enhance cybersecurity analysis, situational awareness, and security response.

The NIPP sets out a strategy for strengthening national preparedness, timely response, and rapid recovery of critical infrastructure from cyber attacks or other emergencies. According to the NIPP, this goal can be achieved by building partnerships with federal agencies; state, local, tribal, and territorial governments; the private sector; international entities; and non-governmental organizations to share information and implement critical infrastructure protection programs and resilience strategies. Accordingly, the NIPP relies on public-private partnerships to coordinate information-sharing activities related to cybersecurity. It also encourages private sector involvement by establishing sector coordinating councils for each critical infrastructure sector established by HSPD-7. Sectors also utilize ISACs, which provide operational and tactical capabilities for information sharing and, in some cases, support for incident response activities. Through the public-private partnership, the government and private sectors are to work in tandem to create the context, framework, and support for coordination and information-sharing activities required to implement and sustain a specific sector’s critical infrastructure protection efforts. The NIPP also states that government and private sector partners are to work together to ensure that exercises include adequate testing of critical infrastructure protection measures and plans, including information sharing.

The 2009 Cyberspace Policy Review subsequently concluded that previous federal responses to cyber incidents were less than fully effective because they had not been fully integrated, thus returning to an emphasis on information sharing and coordination. For example, it stated that while federal cybersecurity centers often shared their information, no single entity combined all information available from these centers and other sources to provide a continuously updated and comprehensive picture of cyber threats and network activity. Such a comprehensive picture could provide indications and warning of incoming incidents and support a coordinated incident response. The policy review observed that the government needed a reliable and consistent mechanism for bringing all appropriate incident and vulnerability information together and recommended the development of an information-sharing and incident response framework. The review recommended that the federal government leverage existing resources such as the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis Center and the 58 state and local fusion
The review also identified and recommended near and midterm actions, which included preparing a cybersecurity incident response plan, initiating a dialogue to enhance public-private partnerships, and developing a process between the government and the private sector to assist in preventing, detecting, and responding to incidents. In response to the policy review recommendations, DHS drafted the *Interim National Cyber Incident Response Plan in 2010*, which establishes an incident response framework and designates the National Cybersecurity Communications and Integration Center (NCCIC) as the national point of execution for response activities within the scope of DHS authorities. The NCCIC is the point of integration for sharing information from federal agencies, state, local, tribal, and territorial governments, and the private sector, including international stakeholders. According to the response plan, all stakeholders—public and private sector stakeholders, law enforcement agencies, and the intelligence community—are responsible for assessing lessons learned from previous incidents and exercises and incorporating these lessons into their preparedness activities and plans. In addition, organizations are responsible for engaging with the NCCIC, operational organizations like ISACs, and other organizations within the cyber incident response community, among other things, to coordinate incident response activities.

Despite repeated emphasis on information sharing, analysis and warning capabilities, and coordination, the federal government continues to face challenges in effectively sharing threat and incident information with the private sector and in developing a timely analysis and warning capability. While DHS has made incremental progress in improving its information sharing and developing timely analysis and warning capabilities, these challenges remain.
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60State and major urban area fusion centers serve as focal points within the state and local environment for the receipt, analysis, gathering, and sharing of threat-related information between the federal government and state, local, tribal, territorial, and private sector partners.
Information Sharing

According to the 2009 *Cyberspace Policy Review*, sharing of information among entities is key to preventing, detecting, and responding to incidents. Network hardware and software providers, network operators, data owners, security service providers, and in some cases, law enforcement or intelligence organizations may each have information that can contribute to the detection and understanding of sophisticated intrusions or attacks. A full understanding and effective response may only be possible by bringing together information from those various sources for the benefit of all.

DHS has taken steps to facilitate information sharing. For example, in 2010, the DHS inspector general reported that US-CERT had established the Joint Agency Cyber Knowledge Exchange (JACKE) and Government Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams to facilitate collaboration on detecting and mitigating threats to the .gov domain and to encourage proactive and preventative security practices. Additionally, in 2010, the DHS inspector general reported that DHS shared cyber incident information through its Government Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams and US-CERT portals.

In 2008 and 2010, we reported that one of the barriers to information sharing was the lack of individuals with appropriate security clearances to receive classified information related to potential or actual cyber-related incidents, which prevented federal agencies and private sector
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61JACKE is a classified forum for federal departments and agencies to exchange cyber threat and defense information.

62The Government Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams is a group of technical and tactical practitioners from incident response and security response teams from federal, state, and local agencies responsible for securing government information technology systems and providing private sector support.


64Products US-CERT disseminates include: Situational Awareness Reports, Critical Infrastructure Information Notices, Federal Information Notices, Early Warning Indicator Notices, and Malware Initial Findings Reports.
companies from acting on these incidents in a timely manner. In 2010, we also reported that private sector companies were often unwilling to share incident data because they were concerned about their proprietary data being seen by competitors. We recommended that the Cybersecurity Coordinator and the Secretary of Homeland Security focus their information-sharing efforts on the most desired services, including providing security clearances. Since these reports, DHS stated that it has taken steps to increase the number of individuals in the public and private sector who are granted security clearances and are able to receive classified information related to cyber incidents. According to the DHS inspector general, the department has also coordinated the installation of classified and unclassified information technology systems at fusion centers to support information sharing. In addition, DHS stated that it has established information-sharing agreements between the federal government and the private sector or ISAC, and a program to address private sector partners’ concerns related to protecting their proprietary data. Further, DHS reported that, as of May 2012, there were 16 organizations, including federal agencies and private sector companies, operating and participating within the NCCIC to share information. Finally, according to DHS officials, the NCCIC and its components are also collaborating with industry to develop a set of technical specifications intended to help automate information sharing by establishing a framework for exchanging data.

To improve government and critical infrastructure collaboration and public-private cybersecurity data sharing, DHS reported that it had established the Critical Infrastructure Information Sharing and Collaboration Program. The program’s goal is to improve sharing among ISACs, information and communications technology service providers, and their respective critical infrastructure owners, operators, and customers. According to DHS, this program facilitated the sharing and distribution of 11,000 indicators of cyber threat activity and over 400 products, including indicator and analysis bulletins. In addition, according to DHS, US-CERT has incorporated a Traffic Light Protocol into its


information-sharing products. The Traffic Light Protocol provides a methodology to specify a color on a product to reflect when information should be used and how it may be shared. In addition, according to a DHS official, in October 2012, DHS’s Office of Cybersecurity and Communications was realigned to include all entities reporting to the NCCIC division. This new structure brought all of the department’s operational communications and cybersecurity programs together under a single point of coordination.

DHS has not always been able to take action to improve information sharing, however. For example, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence issued a directive on sharing “tear-line” information among intelligence community members, and state, local, tribal, and private sector partners. This policy directs the intelligence community to improve tear-line utility for the needs of recipients prior to publication and specifies that tear lines should be extended to the broadest possible readership. However, DHS does not have the authority to declassify information it receives from other entities. For example, the inspector general reported that DHS cannot generate tear-line reports or release any information that may hinder another agency’s ongoing investigation, work in progress, or violate applicable classification policies. Thus DHS was not able to act on the new directive.

Difficulties in sharing and accessing classified information and the lack of a centralized information-sharing system continue to hinder DHS’s progress in sharing cyber-related incident data in a timely manner. For example, in December 2011, the DHS inspector general reported that classification of information impedes effective information sharing between officials within fusion centers and emergency operations centers. The inspector general recommended that DHS effectively disseminate and implement a directive to improve policies for
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safeguarding and governing access to classified information shared by
the federal government with state, local, tribal, and private sector entities.
DHS concurred with the recommendation. In addition, in July 2012, the
DHS former inspector general reported that state and local fusion center
personnel had expressed concern with federal information-sharing
systems due to the fact that the systems were not integrated and
information could not easily be shared across the systems, resulting in
continued communication and information-sharing challenges. The DHS
inspector general also reported that US-CERT collected and posted
information from several systems and sources to different portals, all of
which had different classification levels resulting in communication and
information-sharing issues. The inspector general recommended that
the department establish a consolidated, multiple-classification-level
portal that can be accessed by the federal partners and includes real-time
incident response related information and reports. According to DHS
officials, a secure environment for sharing cybersecurity information, at all
classification levels, intended to address these issues is scheduled to be
fully operational in fiscal year 2018.

Information sharing presents a challenge not only within the nation, but
also with the international community. In August 2012, the DHS inspector
general reported that information sharing with foreign partners has been
hindered due, in part, to varying classification policies. Foreign
governments have developed their own policies for classifying sensitive
information, which has resulted in inconsistencies in classifying
information among different countries. According to the inspector general,
an international team surveyed indicated that inconsistent classification
requirements hinder foreign countries’ abilities to share cyber threat data
in a timely manner, as information shared must be approved by different
authorities in various countries before it can be disseminated to
international partners and private organizations. The inspector general
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recommended that DHS conduct information-sharing assessments to identify internal gaps and impediments in order to increase situational awareness and enhance collaboration with foreign nations. DHS concurred with the recommendation.

Agency officials, CIOs, and experts we consulted agreed that information sharing remains a significant challenge. According to a DHS official, despite the NCCIC being in operation, there are still challenges with coordinating and sharing information. The official explained that these challenges are due in part to DHS’s lack of authority over agencies’ information-sharing practices and the private sector’s cybersecurity efforts, and that agencies and private sector companies are not always able to identify the benefit of reporting information to DHS. Seven out of the 11 CIOs that responded to our survey stated that the most effective way to enhance information sharing would be to develop a streamlined process for declassifying key information and making it available to stakeholders. One CIO also explained that the current process for notifying agencies about incidents lacks specificity, making it unclear what the threat is and how to mitigate it. The CIO added that a declassification process would be helpful. Several CIOs stated the most effective way to enhance information sharing would be to improve the timeliness of incident information reports. Further, 6 of the 11 CIOs indicated that focused information-sharing efforts, including working toward increased private sector engagement and a robust information-sharing framework, are the most important actions that the federal government can take now to improve protection of cyber critical infrastructure. Six CIOs also stated that improving information sharing and coordination is the most important action that the federal government could take to improve the national response to large-scale cyber events.

Several experts surveyed agreed that information sharing is a challenge. For example, one expert stated that the most important action that can be taken now to improve federal information security is improving information sharing. The expert explained that real-time information sharing between different branches of government, including the Department of Defense and intelligence community, would be valuable. In addition, experts stated that information sharing is one of the most significant challenges in improving the nation’s cybersecurity posture.

Developing a Timely Analysis and Warning Capability

Establishing analytical and warning capabilities is essential to thwarting cyber threats and attacks. Cyber analysis and warning capabilities include
monitoring network activity to detect anomalies, (2) analyzing information and investigating anomalies to determine whether they are threats, (3) warning appropriate officials with timely and actionable threat and mitigation information, and (4) responding to threats. The 2009 Cyberspace Policy Review identified a need for the federal government to improve its ability to provide strategic warning of cyber intrusions. In 2008, we identified 15 key attributes associated with these capabilities, including integrating the results of the analysis of the information into predictive analysis of broader implications or potential future attacks.73

This type of effort—predictive analysis—should look beyond one specific incident to consider a broader set of incidents or implications that may indicate a potential threat of importance.

US-CERT has established a cyber analysis and warning capability that includes many elements of the key attributes we identified in our 2008 report. For example, it obtains internal network operation information via technical tools and EINSTEIN; obtains external information on threats, vulnerabilities, and incidents; and detects anomalous activities based on the information it receives. To help improve the federal government’s analysis and warning capability, DHS has completed several actions. For example, according to DHS, the department has (1) increased its cybersecurity workforce, (2) improved the training available to federal staff, such as periodic training on EINSTEIN capabilities; and (3) launched a loaned executive program to obtain ad hoc, unpaid, short-term expertise through appointment of private sector individuals.

According to DHS, to strengthen its analytical capabilities, it is using an analysis tool to enhance its ability to track malicious activity. DHS also reported utilizing a cyber indicators analysis platform that acts as a centralized repository for cyber threat network data and facilitates information exchange among US-CERT and its partners to conduct analysis. Also, DHS has established the NCCIC as its 24-hour cyber and communications watch and warning center with representation from law enforcement and intelligence organizations, computer emergency response teams, and private sector information-sharing and analysis
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Furthermore, according to DHS, intrusion detection capabilities have been expanded, and 53 federal agencies are now using EINSTEIN 2 intrusion detection sensors. DHS staff have also stated that the department is incorporating an EINSTEIN 3 accelerated (E³A) strategy allowing for accelerated deployment of intrusion prevention services through an Internet Service Provider-based managed security service. According to DHS, the E³A approach represents a shift from DHS’s previous partnership with the National Security Agency for implementation of National Security Agency-developed intrusion technology to a partnership between DHS and commercial providers for the utilization of commercial intrusion prevention technologies.

In addition, to improve DHS’s understanding of the extent to which the EINSTEIN program is meeting its objective to improve situational awareness of activity across the federal government, DHS developed performance measures to monitor and track agency responses to EINSTEIN alerts. For example, according to DHS, it tracks: (1) when an agency responds to an alert, (2) total hours taken by an agency in response to an alert, and (3) length of time of each alert.

Despite these efforts, establishing a timely analysis and warning capability remains a challenge. In 2008, we reported that DHS lacked a predictive analysis capability and had not yet defined methodologies and indicators. We recommended that the Secretary of Homeland Security expand capabilities to investigate incidents. In response to our report, DHS stated that while it has made progress in developing its predictive capability through the EINSTEIN program, it remained challenged in fully developing this capability. DHS plans to test tools for predictive analysis across federal agencies and private networks and systems by the first quarter of fiscal year 2013. In addition, in 2010, the DHS inspector general reported that the tools US-CERT used did not allow for real-time analyses of network traffic. The inspector general recommended that DHS establish a capability to share real-time EINSTEIN information with
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federal agency partners to assist them in the analysis and mitigation of incidents. In response to the inspector general report, DHS stated that while it plans to upgrade its capabilities to share real-time information with multiple stakeholders and better analyze cyber incidents, these capabilities are not expected to be fully operational until fiscal year 2018.

In addition, agency CIOs and experts that responded to our survey indicated that developing a timely analysis and warning capability remains a challenge due in part to personnel changes, a lack of qualified personnel and incentives, and the lack of appropriate tools. For example, one CIO stated that there has been a significant amount of turnover of cyber leadership at DHS and that this is one of the most significant challenges to improving the nation’s cybersecurity posture. Another CIO indicated that increased funding, hiring of more qualified personnel, and more timely notifications would also significantly assist in developing timely warning capabilities. Likewise, a cybersecurity expert we interviewed agreed that DHS may be losing skilled personnel to the private sector because of incentives such as higher salaries. A federal CIO further stated that additional funding was needed for monitoring and intrusion prevention tools.

DHS has taken a number of steps to improve information sharing and timely analysis and warning capabilities, including addressing many of our prior recommendations. However, it has not yet fully addressed all of the recommendations made by us and the inspector general. We continue to believe that DHS needs to fully implement these recommendations in order to make better progress in addressing the challenges associated with effectively responding to and mitigating cybersecurity incidents. Until the previous recommendations are addressed, these challenges are likely to persist.

Addressing Challenges in Promoting Education, Increasing Awareness, and Workforce Planning Is Key to Implementing a Successful Cybersecurity Strategy

NIST includes education as a key element in its guidance to agencies, noting that establishing and maintaining a robust and relevant information-security training and awareness program is the primary conduit for providing the workforce with the information and tools needed to protect an agency’s vital information resources. Specifically, the ability to secure federal systems is dependent on the knowledge, skills, and abilities of the federal and contractor workforce that uses, implements, secures, and maintains these systems. This includes federal and contractor employees who use IT systems in the course of their work as well as the designers, developers, programmers, and administrators of the programs and systems.
Workforce planning addresses education at a strategic, agency-wide level. Our own work\textsuperscript{77} and the work of other organizations, such as the Office of Personnel Management (OPM),\textsuperscript{78} suggest that there are leading practices that workforce planning should address, including

- developing workforce plans that link to the agency’s strategic plan;
- identifying the type and number of staff needed for an agency to achieve its mission and goals;
- defining roles, responsibilities, skills, and competencies for key positions;
- developing strategies to address recruiting needs and barriers to filing cybersecurity positions;
- ensuring compensation incentives and flexibilities are effectively used to recruit and retain employees for key positions;
- ensuring compensation systems are designed to help the agency compete for and retain the talent it needs to attain its goals; and
- establishing a training and development program that supports the competencies the agency needs to accomplish its mission.

The 2000 \textit{National Plan for Information Systems Protection} stated that a cadre of trained computer science and information technology specialists was the most urgently needed solution for building a defense of our nation’s cyberspace, but the hardest to acquire. The plan proposed steps to stimulate the higher education market to produce more cybersecurity professionals. Specifically, the plan described five Federal Cyber Services (now CyberCorps) training and education programs intended to help solve the federal IT security personnel problem. These five programs


were an occupational study to assess the numbers and qualifications of IT positions in the federal government, the development of Centers for Information Technology Excellence,\textsuperscript{79} the creation of a scholarship program to recruit and educate federal IT personnel, the development of a high school recruitment and training initiative, and the development and implementation of a federal information security awareness curriculum. At the time, these programs were targeted for implementation by May 2002.

The 2003 \textit{National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace} also recognized the importance of education, awareness, and training, expanding the focus of the 2000 plan on building a stronger workforce, to include a national security awareness and training program as one of its five priority areas. The strategy identified four major actions and initiatives to address this priority. They were

- foster adequate training and education programs to support the nation’s cybersecurity needs;
- promote a comprehensive national awareness program to empower all Americans—businesses, the general workforce, and the general population—to secure their own parts of cyberspace;
- increase the efficiency of existing federal cybersecurity training programs; and
- promote private-sector support for well-coordinated, widely recognized professional cybersecurity certifications.

The 2003 strategy recommended that DHS be the lead agency responsible for implementing programs to address its four major actions and initiatives. To foster adequate training and education programs, DHS was charged with implementing and encouraging establishment of training programs for cybersecurity professionals in coordination with the National Science Foundation, OPM, and the National Security Agency. DHS was also charged with developing a coordination mechanism for federal cybersecurity and computer forensics training programs and encouraging private sector support for professional cybersecurity certifications. To increase public awareness, DHS was asked to facilitate

\textsuperscript{79}Centers for Information Technology Excellence were meant to train and certify current federal IT personnel and help maintain their skill levels throughout their careers.
a comprehensive awareness campaign; encourage and support the development of programs and guidelines for primary and secondary school students in cybersecurity; and create a public-private task force to identify ways to make it easier for home users and small businesses to secure their systems.

The 2008 CNCI focused again on the cybersecurity workforce and included a training program for cybersecurity professionals among its 12 programs. Specifically, CNCI called for constructing a comprehensive federal cyber education and training program, with attention to offensive and defensive skills and capabilities. The CNCI education and training project was assigned to DHS and DOD as a joint effort, altering the responsibilities defined in the 2003 strategy.

The 2009 White House Cyberspace Policy Review also noted the importance of cybersecurity education, awareness, and workforce planning. It stated that the United States needed a technologically advanced workforce and that the general public needed to be well informed about how to use technology safely. To do this, it recommended (1) promoting cybersecurity risk awareness for all citizens; (2) building an education system to enhance understanding of cybersecurity and allow the United States to retain and expand upon its scientific, engineering, and market leadership in information technology; (3) expanding and training the workforce to protect the nation’s competitive advantage; and (4) helping organizations and individuals make smart choices as they manage risk. It named the Cybersecurity Coordinator as the lead for the development and implementation of a public awareness strategy and a strategy for better attracting cybersecurity expertise and increasing cybersecurity staff retention within the federal government. It tasked all departments and agencies with expanding support for key education programs and facilitating programs and information sharing on threats, vulnerabilities, and effective practices across all levels of government and industry.

Consistent with the federal government’s evolving strategy for education, awareness, and workforce planning, DHS, NIST, and other agencies have initiated a comprehensive cybersecurity education program that includes education, awareness, and workforce planning. In April 2010, the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) was begun as an interagency effort coordinated by NIST to improve cybersecurity education, including efforts directed at training, public awareness, and the federal cybersecurity workforce. To meet NICE objectives, efforts were structured into the following four components:
1. **National Cybersecurity Awareness**: This component included public service campaigns to promote cybersecurity and responsible use of the Internet as well as making cybersecurity popular for children. It was also aimed at making cybersecurity a popular educational and career pursuit for older students.

2. **Formal Cybersecurity Education**: Education programs encompassing K-12, higher education, and vocational programs related to cybersecurity were included in this component, which focused on the science, technology, engineering, and math disciplines to provide a pipeline of skilled workers for private sector and government.

3. **Federal Cybersecurity Workforce Structure**: This component addressed personnel management functions, including the definition of cybersecurity jobs in the federal government and the skills and competencies they required. Also included were new strategies to ensure federal agencies attract, recruit, and retain skilled employees to accomplish cybersecurity missions.

4. **Cybersecurity Workforce Training and Professional Development**: Cybersecurity training and professional development for federal government civilian, military, and contractor personnel were included in this component.

In March 2010, we reported that CNCI faced a number of key challenges in achieving its objectives, including reaching agreement among stakeholders on the scope of cybersecurity education efforts. Stakeholders could not reach agreement on whether to address cybersecurity education from a much broader perspective as part of the initiative, or remain focused on the federal cyber workforce. A panel of experts stated at the time that the federal government needed to publicize and raise awareness of the seriousness of the cybersecurity problem and to increase the number of professionals with adequate cybersecurity skills. They went on to say that the cybersecurity discipline should be organized into concrete professional tracks through testing and licensing. Such tracks would increase the federal cybersecurity workforce by strengthening the hiring and retention of cybersecurity professionals. We recommended that the Director of National Intelligence and the OMB use federal funding to support workforce training and development for cybersecurity professionals.
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Director reach agreement on the scope of CNCl’s education projects to ensure that an adequate cadre of skilled personnel was developed to protect federal information systems. The scope of the CNCl education projects was subsequently expanded from a federal focus to a larger national focus.

In August 2011, NIST released a draft version of the NICE Strategic Plan that included the high-level goals and vision for cybersecurity education. In November 2011, we reported that while the NICE strategic plan described several ambitious outcomes, the departments involved in NICE had not developed details on how they were going to achieve the outcomes. We further reported that specific tasks under and responsibilities for NICE activities were unclear and a formal governance structure was missing. We recommended that Commerce, OMB, OPM, and DHS collaborate through the NICE initiative to clarify the governance structure for NICE to specify responsibilities and processes for planning and monitoring of initiative activities; and develop and finalize detailed plans allowing agency accountability, measurement of progress, and determination of resources to accomplish agreed-upon activities. Since then, DHS has developed a plan for its role in implementing NICE. Although the plan does not contain detailed steps on how the department will achieve the stated goals, it does include a timeline for completion and immediate and long-term recommended calls to action. In addition, in support of the NICE initiative, the National Security Agency established a program in April 2012 for the Academic Centers of Excellence in Cyber Operations to further the goal of broadening the pool of skilled cybersecurity workers. This program provides a particular emphasis on technologies and techniques related to specialized cyber operations to enhance the national security posture of the United States.

We have also evaluated the extent to which federal agencies have implemented and established workforce planning practices for cybersecurity personnel. In November 2011, we reported on the progress selected agencies had made in developing workforce plans that specifically define cybersecurity needs. Of the eight agencies we reviewed, only two—DOD and the Department of Transportation (DOT)—
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had developed workforce plans that addressed cybersecurity. DHS and the Department of Justice had plans that, although not specific to cybersecurity, did address cybersecurity personnel. One agency—the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)—had a guide on implementing competency models that addressed elements of workforce planning. The remaining three agencies—the Department of Commerce, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Department of the Treasury—had neither departmental workforce plans nor workforce plans that specifically addressed cybersecurity workforce needs. Additionally, data provided from various sources on these agencies’ cybersecurity workforce numbers were inconsistent due, in part, to the challenge of defining cybersecurity positions. These agencies had generally taken steps to define cybersecurity roles and responsibilities and related skills and competencies; however, the approaches taken by each agency varied considerably. All eight agencies reported challenges with filling cybersecurity positions. Further, only three of the eight agencies had a department-wide training program for their cybersecurity workforce. Two of the three had established certification requirements for cybersecurity positions.

We recommended that Commerce, HHS, and Treasury develop and implement a department-wide cybersecurity workforce plan or ensure that departmental components are conducting appropriate workforce planning activities; that DOD and DOT update their department-wide cybersecurity workforce plan or ensure that departmental components have plans that appropriately address human capital approaches, critical skills, competencies, and supporting requirements for their cybersecurity workforce strategies; and that VA update its department-wide cybersecurity competency model or establish a cybersecurity workforce plan that fully addresses gaps in human capital approaches and critical skills and competencies, supporting requirements for its cybersecurity workforce strategies, and monitoring and evaluating agency progress. In addition, to help federal agencies better identify their cybersecurity workforce and to improve cybersecurity workforce efforts, we recommended that OPM identify and develop government-wide strategies to address challenges federal agencies face in tracking their cybersecurity workforce; finalize and issue guidance to agencies on how to track the use and effectiveness of incentives for hard-to-fill positions, including cybersecurity positions; and maximize the value of the cybersecurity competency model by (1) developing and implementing a method for ensuring that the competency model accurately reflects the skill set unique to the cybersecurity workforce, (2) developing a method for collecting and tracking data on the use of the competency model, and
(3) creating a schedule for revising or updating the model as needed. Five of the agencies concurred with our recommendations, and one agency neither concurred nor nonconcurred with our recommendations.

In August 2012, NIST published the *National Cybersecurity Workforce Framework*, which established a common taxonomy and lexicon that is to be used to describe all cybersecurity work and workers regardless of where or for whom the work is performed. The developers of the framework intended it to be used in the public, private, and academic sectors. According to the framework, the inability to truly understand the cybersecurity workforce will persist, and the nation will be unnecessarily vulnerable to risk, unless the framework is adopted verbatim.

Of the agency CIOs and experts we surveyed, a substantial number believe education, awareness, and workforce planning are a key challenge. Four of the 11 agency CIOs that responded to our survey, as well as 5 of the 12 experts we surveyed, cited weaknesses in education, awareness, and workforce planning as a root cause hindering progress in improving the nation’s cybersecurity posture. According to these CIOs and experts, executives in both federal and private sector organizations often lack a clear understanding of the cybersecurity threat they face and thus often do not make the necessary commitment to developing and maintaining adequate cybersecurity defenses. Specifically, three CIOs stated that the root cause hindering progress in improving the nation’s cybersecurity posture is the lack of understanding of the threats and risks to cyber assets. One CIO responded that there does not seem to be sufficient understanding or appreciation of the seriousness of the threats. He went on to state that we must find ways to convince the public that immediate, priority actions are necessary. Two of the cybersecurity experts we surveyed agreed that a poor understanding of the threats and risks was a root cause hindering progress in cybersecurity. For example, one expert stated that it was commonplace for corporate executives to underestimate cybersecurity threats, believing that Internet-based attacks are “not going to happen to me.”

In addition, several CIOs and experts were concerned that the cybersecurity workforce was inadequate, both in numbers and training. One CIO stated that role-based qualification standards are needed for the cybersecurity and general workforce with specific actions and activities that are common across the government. He added that the quality of the workforce is one of the largest contributors to the success or failure of a cybersecurity program. During our panel discussion, one expert cited the difficulties in retaining cyber professionals as a challenge. Another panel
participant agreed, adding that the lack of cyber professionals at the local government level was also a problem. He added that another challenge was that not enough effort had been spent on implementing planned education and awareness initiatives. For example, he stated that the NICE initiative had stalled in part because funding was devoted to an additional study of the issues involved in education and workforce development.

While DHS and other agencies have taken steps to address our recommendations to clarify the scope of CNCI education initiatives and the governance structure of the NICE initiative, other recommendations have not yet been fully addressed. We continue to believe that OPM and other agencies need to fully implement our recommendations regarding the need to develop and implement department-wide cybersecurity workforce plans or ensure that departmental components are conducting appropriate workforce planning activities. Such actions can contribute to better progress in addressing the challenges associated with enhancing education, awareness, and workforce planning. Until our recommendations are addressed, these challenges are likely to persist.

Investing in R&D in cybersecurity technology is essential to creating a broader range of choices and more robust tools for building secure, networked computer systems. The increasing number of incidents and the greater sophistication of cyber threats highlight the importance of investing in R&D to develop new measures to effectively counter these threats. Over the past two decades, federal law and policy have repeatedly called for enhancements to R&D activities to focus on cybersecurity and accelerate useful results.

Several laws and executive directives have called for activities that promote cybersecurity R&D. For example, in 1998, Presidential Decision Directive 63 established a focal point for cybersecurity R&D. It directed OSTP to coordinate research and development agendas and programs for the government through the National Science and Technology Council. The directive stated that R&D should be subject to multiyear planning, take into account private sector research, and be adequately funded to minimize vulnerabilities on a rapid timetable.

In November of 2002, the Cyber Security Research and Development Act authorized funding to the National Institute of Standards and Technology and the National Science Foundation to create more secure cyber technologies and expand cybersecurity R&D. The act called for an
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increase in federal investment in computer and network security R&D to improve vulnerability assessment, technology, and systems solutions. In addition, it called for an expansion and improved pool of researchers and better coordination of information sharing and collaboration among industry, government, and academic research projects. Also, in 2002, the E-Government Act mandated that OMB ensure the development and maintenance of a government-wide repository of information about federally funded R&D, which would include R&D related to cybersecurity.

HSPD-7, which replaced Presidential Decision Directive 63, also promoted cybersecurity R&D and directed the Department of Commerce to work with private sector, academic, and government organizations to improve technology for cyber systems. It also directed OSTP to coordinate interagency R&D to enhance the protection of critical infrastructure and to assist in preparing an annual federal research and development program.

In addition to these laws and directives, the federal government has repeatedly adopted cybersecurity strategies that call for enhancing research and development.

For example, in response to Presidential Decision Directive 63, the 2000 National Plan for Information Systems Protection called for a critical infrastructure protection R&D program that would rapidly identify, develop, and facilitate technological solutions to existing and emerging infrastructure threats and vulnerabilities. To achieve this goal, the plan recommended that the process include

- an awareness of the state of new technological developments;
- an ability to produce affordable R&D programs in critical infrastructure protection in a timely manner;
- a functioning, effective two-way interaction with the private sector, academia, and other countries to minimize R&D overlap and ensure that the needs of the private sector and government are met; and
- an innovative and flexible management structure that is responsive to rapid changes in the environment in terms of technology and threats.
Additionally, it tasked an interagency working group\(^{83}\) with ensuring proper coordination of individual R&D programs within and across agencies and the rapid transfer of technologies among agencies and with the private sector. The 2003 *National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace* also noted the importance of R&D. As part of the strategy’s priority to reduce threats and related vulnerabilities, it called for the prioritization of federal cybersecurity research and development agendas. To achieve this, the strategy directed OSTP to coordinate development of a federal R&D agenda that included near-term, midterm, and long-term IT security research for fiscal year 2004 and beyond. Like the 2000 plan, it also noted the importance of coordination. The 2003 *National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace* directed DHS to ensure that adequate mechanisms existed for coordination of research and development among academia, industry, and government. DHS was further tasked with facilitating communication between the public and private research and security communities to ensure that emerging technologies were periodically reviewed by the National Science and Technology Council.

The 2008 CNCI included research and development as one of the three overall goals of the initiative and defined specific R&D efforts to achieve those goals. Two of the 12 projects included in the initiative support its R&D goal. Like the 2000 plan and the 2003 strategy, the first project called for OSTP to coordinate and redirect R&D efforts with a focus on better coordinating both classified and unclassified cybersecurity R&D. The second project called for OSTP to define and develop enduring “leap-ahead” technology, strategies, and programs by investing in high-risk, high-reward R&D and by working with both private sector and international partners.

The 2009 *Cyberspace Policy Review* likewise called for the development of a framework for R&D strategies that would focus on “game-changing” technologies with the potential to enhance the security, reliability, resilience, and trustworthiness of digital infrastructure. The policy review asked that the research community be given access to event data to facilitate developing tools, testing theories, and identifying workable solutions. The policy review again focuses on the need for coordination.

\(^{83}\)The interagency working group coordinates R&D activities.
According to the review, the government should greatly expand its coordination of R&D work with industry and academic research efforts to avoid duplication, leverage complementary capabilities, and ensure that the technological results of R&D efforts enter the marketplace.

The NIPP also identified R&D as a key element in protecting the nation’s critical infrastructure. Like previous strategies, the NIPP identified coordination as a goal for R&D. It stated that federal agencies should work collaboratively to design and execute R&D programs to help develop knowledge and technology to more effectively mitigate the risk to critical infrastructure. The plan described the national critical infrastructure protection R&D plan, which identified three long-term, strategic R&D goals for critical infrastructure protection:

- a “common operating picture” to continuously monitor the health of critical infrastructure;
- a next-generation Internet architecture with designed-in security; and
- resilient, self-diagnosing, self-healing infrastructure systems.

According to the plan, these strategic goals were to be used to guide federal R&D investment decisions and coordinate overall federal research.

As previously stated, in December 2011 OSTP issued the first cybersecurity R&D strategic plan in response to the R&D-related recommendations in the Cyberspace Policy Review. According to a key Subcommittee on Networking and Information Technology Research and Development (NITRD) official who works closely with OSTP, the federal cybersecurity R&D strategic plan is intended to provide an overall vision or direction for R&D, while specific research priorities and time frames are to be determined at the agency level.
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As early as 2000, the National Plan for Information Systems Protection acknowledged the challenges of implementing a coordinated R&D program. For example, the plan stated that coordinating federal R&D with ongoing private sector programs would be complicated by industry’s desire to guard proprietary programs and trade secrets. Specifically, the plan noted that it was difficult to identify all relevant ongoing R&D programs and that some of them overlapped. In a June 2010 report on research and development, we concluded that despite the continued focus on coordination between federal agencies and the public sector, R&D initiatives were hindered by limited sharing of detailed information about ongoing research. According to federal and private experts we consulted for the 2010 report, key factors existed that reduced the private sector’s and government’s willingness to share information and trust each other with regard to researching and developing new cybersecurity technologies. Specifically, private sector officials stated that they were often unwilling to share details of their R&D with the government because they wanted to protect their intellectual property. On the government side, officials were concerned that the private sector was too focused on making a profit and may not necessarily conduct R&D in areas that require the most attention.

Additionally, at the time of our report, government and private sector officials indicated that the government did not have a process in place to communicate the results of completed federal R&D projects. The private and public sectors had shared some cybersecurity R&D information, but such information sharing generally occurred only on a project-by-project basis. For example, we reported that the National Science Foundation’s Industry University Cooperative Research Center initiative established centers to conduct research that is of interest to both industry and academia, and DOD’s Small Business Innovation Research program funded R&D at small technology companies. However, according to federal and private sector experts we consulted at that time, widespread and ongoing information sharing generally had not occurred.

Further, the 2010 report also stated that no complete and up-to-date repository existed to track all cybersecurity R&D information and associated funding as required by law. At that time, an OSTP official
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indicated that it was difficult to develop and enforce policies for identifying specific funding as R&D, and that the level of detail to be disclosed was also a factor because national security must be protected. To help facilitate information sharing about ongoing and planned R&D projects, we recommended that OSTP, in conjunction with the Cybersecurity Coordinator, direct NITRD to (1) establish a mechanism, consistent with existing law, to keep track of all ongoing and completed federal cybersecurity R&D projects and associated funding; and (2) utilize the newly established tracking mechanism to develop an ongoing process to make federal R&D information available to federal agencies and the private sector. OSTP concurred with our recommendations.

Subsequently, in September 2012, we reported that OMB had not fully established the repository for providing information on R&D funded by the federal government.\(^7\) We found that only 11 of the 24 major agencies in our study reported providing research information to http://www.Science.gov.\(^8\) Moreover, 2 agencies in our study reported not being aware of any R&D repository. OMB officials pointed to an R&D dashboard website being developed by OSTP that was intended to meet the requirement for an R&D repository. However, this website provided information on federal investments in research and development for only 2 agencies.\(^9\) Further, according to OMB, a timeline had not yet been developed for when all agencies were to provide information for the R&D dashboard, and guidance had not been issued for agencies to upload their information to the website.

We continue to believe that implementing our recommendations to OMB to issue guidance on reporting cybersecurity R&D activities and to OSTP to establish a mechanism to track ongoing and completed federal cybersecurity R&D projects is important for addressing challenges associated with effectively promoting cybersecurity R&D in the federal government.


\(^8\)Science.gov was intended to be the R&D repository and provide the public and agencies with information about federally funded R&D activities through links to science websites and scientific databases.

\(^9\)The R&D dashboard currently provides information on federal investments in research and development from the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation from 2000 to 2009.
government. Until our recommendations are addressed, these challenges are likely to persist.

Recent intrusions on U.S. corporations and federal agencies by attackers in foreign countries highlight the threats posed by the worldwide connection of our networks and the need to adequately address the global security and governance of cyberspace. The global interconnectivity provided by the Internet allows cyber attackers to easily cross national borders, access vast numbers of victims at the same time, and easily maintain anonymity. Governance over Internet activities is complicated because Internet users may be able to retrieve or post information or perform an activity which is illegal where they are physically located, but not illegal in the country where the computer they are accessing is located. A number of agencies have responsibilities for, and are involved in, international cyberspace security and governance efforts. Specifically, the Departments of Commerce, Defense, Homeland Security, Justice, and State, among others, are involved in efforts to develop international standards, formulate cyber-defense policy, facilitate overseas investigations and law enforcement, and represent U.S. interests in international forums. Agencies also participate in international organizations and collaborative efforts to influence international cyberspace security and governance, including engaging in bilateral and multilateral relationships with foreign countries, providing personnel to foreign agencies, and coordinating U.S. policy among government agencies.

As threats to cyberspace have persisted and grown and cyberspace has expanded globally, the federal government has developed policies, strategies, and initiatives that recognize the importance of addressing cybersecurity on a global basis.

While the 2000 National Plan for Information Systems Protection focused on domestic efforts to protect the nation’s cyber critical infrastructure, it described U.S. law enforcement collaboration with law enforcement counterparts from other nations to enhance international cooperation and develop a common approach to criminalizing intrusions and attacks on information networks and systems. In addition, the plan noted that national security agencies needed programs regarding permissible roles for national security agency involvement in foreign activities.

The 2003 National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace went further by establishing international cyberspace security cooperation as a key part
of one of its five national priorities. The strategy stated that securing global cyberspace required international cooperation to raise awareness, share information, promote security standards, and investigate and prosecute cybercrime. The strategy identified five key initiatives, led by the Department of State, to strengthen international cooperation, including:

- working through international organizations and with industry to facilitate and promote a global “culture of security”;
- developing secure networks;
- promoting North American cyberspace security;
- fostering the establishment of national and international watch-and-warning networks to detect and prevent cyber attacks as they emerge; and
- encouraging other nations to accede to the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime, or to ensure that their laws and procedures were at least as comprehensive.

To fulfill the Department of State’s lead responsibility, a number of the department’s entities were given roles, including having the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Office of Cyber Affairs, coordinate outreach on cybersecurity issues and the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs coordinate policy and programs to combat cybercrime.

International cooperation is also identified as a priority for critical infrastructure in HSPD-7, which directed DHS to, among other things, develop a strategy for working with international organizations on critical infrastructure protection. The directive also designated State, in conjunction with Commerce, DOD, DHS, Justice, Treasury, and other appropriate agencies, to work with foreign countries and international organizations to strengthen the protection of U.S. critical infrastructure. The requirements set forth in HSPD-7 were addressed with the creation of the NIPP in 2006, and its update in 2009. The NIPP includes a section on international cooperation to protect critical infrastructure that focuses on, among other things, international cybersecurity and cooperation with international partners through activities such as national cyber exercises.
In contrast to the 2003 strategy, the 2008 CNCI did not include international cooperation as one of its 12 component projects. While none of the projects directly addressed international cooperation, one initiative that focused on deterring interference and attacks in cyberspace included a goal of better articulating roles for private sector and international partners. The initiative also recognized the need to develop an approach to better manage the federal government’s global supply chain.

The 2009 White House *Cyberspace Policy Review* adhered more closely to the 2003 strategy, identifying international coordination as part of one of its five key topic areas. The review called for the development of an international strategy to foster cooperation on issues such as acceptable legal norms regarding territorial jurisdiction, sovereign responsibility, and the use of force. The review recommended, among other things, that the United States accelerate efforts to help other countries build legal frameworks and capacity to fight cybercrime and continue to promote cybersecurity practices and standards. It also recommended that the Cybersecurity Coordinator work with federal agencies to strengthen and integrate interagency processes to formulate and coordinate international cybersecurity-related positions and to enhance the identification, tracking, and prioritization of international venues, negotiations, and discussions where cybersecurity-related policy-making was taking place. In addition, the review recommended that the federal government work with the private sector to develop a proactive engagement plan for use with international standards bodies, including looking at the policies that already exist and refining them to make sure the full range of cybersecurity interests was taken into account.

DOD and DHS have also identified international coordination as a key aspect of their recently released cyberspace strategies. In July 2011, the *DOD Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace* identified five strategic initiatives, including building relationships with U.S. allies and international partners to strengthen collective cybersecurity. The strategy states that DOD will assist U.S. efforts to develop and promote international cyberspace norms, cooperate with allies to defend U.S. and allied interest in cyberspace, and expand its international cyber cooperation to a wider pool of allied and partner militaries to develop collective self-defense and increase collective deterrence.

The November 2011 DHS *Blueprint for a Secure Cyber Future* makes similar pledges. One of the blueprint’s two overarching focus areas—protecting critical information infrastructure—includes international partnerships as a necessary element for success, and many of the
capabilities identified within the strategy’s four goals for protecting critical information infrastructure are to be developed and implemented in collaboration with international partners. For example, DHS commits to increasing its capacity to deter, investigate, and prosecute crimes committed through the use of cyberspace by, among other things, developing productive international relationships to safeguard and share evidence to bring cyber criminals to justice. DHS also identified multiple capabilities related to information dissemination to international partners in areas such as adverse incidents and proven practices to decrease the spread and impact of hazards.

While progress has been made in identifying the importance of international cooperation and assigning roles and responsibilities related to it, the government’s approach for addressing international aspects of cybersecurity has not yet been completely defined and implemented. We have identified significant challenges within the federal government’s international cybersecurity efforts. In our March 2010 report focused on the CNCI, we observed that the federal government was facing strategic challenges in areas that are not the subject of existing projects within CNCI but that remained key to achieving the initiative’s overall goal of securing federal information systems. While progress has been made in identifying the importance of international cooperation and assigning roles and responsibilities related to it, the government’s approach for addressing international aspects of cybersecurity has not yet been completely defined and implemented. We have identified significant challenges within the federal government’s international cybersecurity efforts. In our March 2010 report focused on the CNCI, we observed that the federal government was facing strategic challenges in areas that are not the subject of existing projects within CNCI but that remained key to achieving the initiative’s overall goal of securing federal information systems. One of the strategic challenges we identified was coordinating with international entities. We found that there was no formal strategy for coordinating outreach to international partners for the purposes of standards setting, law enforcement, and information sharing. Accordingly we recommended that the Director of OMB establish a coordinated approach for the federal government in conducting international outreach to address cybersecurity issues strategically.

In July 2010, we reported on additional challenges the government faced regarding international cooperation in addressing global cybersecurity and governance. Specifically, we reported that the government faced a number of challenges that impeded its ability to formulate and implement a coherent approach to addressing the global aspects of cybersecurity, including
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• the White House Cybersecurity Coordinator’s authority and capacity to effectively coordinate and forge a coherent national approach to cybersecurity, which were needed to lead near-term international goals and objectives from the President’s Cyberspace Policy Review, were still under development;

• the U.S. government had not documented a clear vision of how the international efforts of federal entities, taken together, supported overarching national goals;

• federal agencies had not demonstrated an ability to coordinate their international activities and project clear policies on a consistent basis;

• some countries had attempted to mandate compliance with their own cybersecurity standards in a manner that risked discriminating against U.S. companies or posed trade barriers to foreign companies that sought to market and sell their products to other countries;

• the federal government lacked a coherent approach toward participating in a broader international framework for responding to cyber incidents with global impact;

• the differences among laws of nations could impede U.S. and foreign efforts to enforce domestic criminal and civil laws related to cyberspace; and

• some federal agencies reported that they participated in efforts that may contribute to developing international norms, but agencies reported challenges such as, that this was a complicated and long-term process and that the absence of agreed-upon definitions for cyberspace-related terminology could impede efforts to develop international norms.

We concluded that until these challenges were addressed, the United States would be at a disadvantage in promoting its national interests in the realm of cyberspace.

Accordingly, we recommended that the Cybersecurity Coordinator, in collaboration with others, take five actions to address these challenges, which included the following:

• Develop with the Departments of Commerce, Defense, Homeland Security, Justice, and State and other relevant federal and nonfederal
entities, a comprehensive U.S. global cyberspace strategy that

- articulates overarching goals, subordinate objectives, specific activities, performance metrics, and reasonable time frames to achieve results;

- addresses technical standards and policies while taking into consideration U.S. trade; and

- identifies methods for addressing the enforcement of U.S. civil and criminal law.

- Enhance the interagency coordination mechanisms by ensuring relevant federal entities are engaged and that their efforts, taken together, support U.S. interests in a coherent and consistent fashion.

- Determine, in conjunction with the Departments of Defense and State and other relevant federal entities, which, if any, cyberspace norms should be defined to support U.S. interests in cyberspace and methods for fostering such norms internationally.

Although the White House developed and released the *International Strategy for Cyberspace* in May 2011 that addresses several of our recommendations, it does not include all the elements we recommended. To its credit, the strategy included goals for establishing cyberspace norms that should be accepted internationally and methods for fostering such norms internationally, such as developing cybercrime norms in appropriate forums and incorporating existing efforts. However, the strategy does not fully specify outcome-oriented performance metrics, or time frames for completing activities. For example, the strategy discusses multiple goals and objectives, but does not provide performance metrics to help ensure accountability and gauge results.

We continue to believe that the international strategy should specify outcome-oriented performance metrics, and time frames for completing activities. Including outcome-oriented performance metrics and time frames for completion would help to ensure that agencies with international responsibilities are taking appropriate actions to implement the strategy and are making progress in improving international cooperation. Until our recommendations are addressed, challenges in defining and implementing an approach for addressing international aspects of cybersecurity are likely to persist.
Conclusions

Given the range and sophistication of the threats and potential exploits that confront government agencies and the nation’s cyber critical infrastructure, it is critical that the government adopt a comprehensive strategic approach to mitigating the risks of successful cybersecurity attacks. Such an approach would not only define priority problem areas but also set a roadmap for allocating and managing appropriate resources, making a convincing business case to justify expenses, identifying organizations’ roles and responsibilities, linking goals and priorities, and holding participants accountable for achieving results. However, the federal government’s efforts at defining a strategy for cybersecurity have often not fully addressed these key elements, lacking, for example, milestones and performance measures, identified costs and sources of funding, and specific roles and responsibilities. As a result, the government’s cybersecurity strategy remains poorly articulated and incomplete. In fact, no integrated, overarching strategy exists that articulates priority actions, assigns responsibilities for performing them, and sets time frames for their completion. In the absence of an integrated strategy, the documents that comprise the government’s current strategic approach are of limited value as a tool for mobilizing actions to mitigate the most serious threats facing the nation.

Previous GAO and inspector general reviews as well as federal CIOs and experts have made recommendations to address challenges faced by federal agencies and the private sector in effectively implementing a comprehensive approach to cybersecurity and reducing the risk of successful cybersecurity attacks. Many of these recommendations have not yet been fully addressed, leaving much room for more progress in addressing cybersecurity challenges. In many cases, the causes of these challenges are closely related to the key elements that are missing from the government’s cybersecurity strategy. For example, the persistence of shortcomings in agency cybersecurity risk management processes indicates that agencies have not been held accountable for effectively implementing such processes and that oversight mechanisms have not been clear. It is just such oversight and accountability that is poorly defined in cybersecurity strategy documents. Clarifying oversight responsibilities is a topic that could be effectively addressed through legislation.

An overarching strategy that better addresses key desirable characteristics could establish an improved framework to implement national cybersecurity policy and ensure that stated goals and priorities are actively pursued by government agencies and better supported by key private sector entities. To be successful such a strategy would
include a clearer process for OMB oversight of agency risk management processes and a roadmap for improving the cybersecurity challenge areas where previous concerns have not been fully addressed. The development and implementation of such a strategy would likely lead to significant progress in furthering strategic goals and lessening persistent weaknesses.

Recommendations for Executive Action

In order to institute a more effective framework for implementing cybersecurity activities, and to help ensure such activities will lead to progress in cybersecurity, we recommend that the White House Cybersecurity Coordinator in the Executive Office of the President develop an overarching federal cybersecurity strategy that includes all key elements of the desirable characteristics of a national strategy, including

- milestones and performance measures for major activities to address stated priorities;
- cost, sources, and justification for needed resources to accomplish stated priorities;
- specific roles and responsibilities of federal organizations related to the strategy’s stated priorities; and
- guidance, where appropriate, regarding how this strategy relates to priorities, goals, and objectives stated in other national strategy documents.

This strategy should also better ensure that federal departments and agencies are held accountable for making significant improvements in cybersecurity challenge areas, including designing and implementing risk-based programs; detecting, responding to, and mitigating cyber incidents; promoting education, awareness, and workforce planning; promoting R&D; and addressing international cybersecurity challenges. To address these issues, the strategy should (1) clarify how OMB will oversee agency implementation of requirements for effective risk management processes and (2) establish a roadmap for making significant improvements in cybersecurity challenge areas where previous recommendations have not been fully addressed.
To address ambiguities in roles and responsibilities that have resulted from recent executive branch actions, Congress should consider legislation to better define roles and responsibilities for implementing and overseeing federal information security programs and for protecting the nation’s critical cyber assets.

We provided a draft of this report to the Executive Office of the President, OMB, DHS, DOD, and Commerce. We received comments from the General Counsel of OSTP, who provided comments from both the National Security Staff and OSTP in the Executive Office of the President; the Deputy General Counsel of OMB; the Director of the Departmental GAO-OIG Liaison Office at DHS; and the Special Assistant for Cybersecurity in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The Executive Office of the President and OMB both commented on our draft recommendations, and the Executive Office of the President concurred with our matter for congressional consideration. The audit liaison officer in the Director’s Office of the National Institute of Standards and Technology within the Department of Commerce responded that the department did not have any comments. A summary of comments we received follows.

- The General Counsel of OSTP in the Executive Office of the President provided comments via e-mail in which the National Security Staff stated that the administration agrees that more needs to be done to develop a coherent and comprehensive strategy on cybersecurity and noted that a number of strategies and policies had been issued to address specific cybersecurity topics. According to the National Security Staff, remaining flexible and focusing on achieving measurable improvements in cybersecurity would be more beneficial than developing “yet another strategy on top of existing strategies.” We agree that flexibility and a focus on achieving measurable improvements in cybersecurity is critically important and that simply preparing another document, if not integrated with previous documents, would not be helpful. The focus of our recommendation is to develop an overarching strategy that integrates the numerous strategy documents, establish milestones and performance measures, and better ensure that federal departments and agencies are held accountable for making significant improvements in cybersecurity challenge areas. We do not believe the current approach accomplishes this. The National Security Staff also agreed with our matter for congressional consideration and that comprehensive cybersecurity legislation that addresses information sharing and baseline standards for critical infrastructure, among other things, is
necessary to mitigate the threats posed in cyberspace. The General Counsel also provided technical comments from OSTP, which we have incorporated into the final report as appropriate.

- In comments provided via e-mail, the Deputy General Counsel at OMB responded to our draft recommendation, stating that OMB’s responsibility under FISMA is to “oversee” agency implementation of requirements for effective risk management processes. We agree that FISMA gives OMB the responsibility of overseeing agency implementation of cybersecurity risk management requirements and have changed the wording of our recommendation to reflect OMB’s role as specified by the act. The Deputy General Counsel also expressed concern about our description of actions OMB took in 2010 with regard to roles and responsibilities under FISMA. According to the Deputy General Counsel, OMB did not delegate or transfer any statutory authorities to DHS. Instead, DHS exercised its own authorities in taking on additional responsibilities. We disagree. FISMA specifies in detail a number of oversight responsibilities that it assigns to OMB. It was several of these specific responsibilities that in 2010 OMB announced DHS would be assuming. Therefore we conclude that OMB transferred these responsibilities to DHS. More importantly, with these responsibilities now divided between the two organizations, it remains unclear how OMB and DHS are to share oversight of individual departments and agencies.

- The Director of the Departmental GAO-OIG Liaison Office at DHS provided written comments that discussed specific actions the department has taken or plans to take to address challenges we identified, such as information sharing, analysis and warning, and expanding the cybersecurity workforce. He added that the department’s Blueprint for a Secure Cyber Future aligns with the various national strategies we discuss in this report and addresses the challenge areas we identified. In addition, the audit liaison officer in the Office of the Chief Financial Officer provided technical comments via e-mail, which we have incorporated into the final report as appropriate. DHS’s written comments are reprinted in appendix III.

- The Special Assistant for Cybersecurity in the Office of the Secretary of Defense provided general observations about the draft report as well as technical comments via e-mail. For example, the comments indicated that any update to the national cybersecurity strategy should address ways to make cyberspace more defensible. The Special Assistant for Cybersecurity also acknowledged inconsistencies in departmental guidance but said that DOD officials were not confused
about their responsibilities and that future updates to the departmental
guidance would clarify cyber policy responsibilities. We agree that
clarification of DOD organizations’ roles and responsibilities would
enhance the department’s ability to support DHS during significant
domestic cyber incidents. In addition, the comments indicated that
cybersecurity strategies should be evaluated in terms of to whom the
strategy is addressed (i.e., the federal government or the private
sector), the rapidity of change in cybersecurity issues, and the
environment for which the strategy is written (i.e., federal civilian
government, the military, or the private sector). We agree that these
are important factors to consider in developing comprehensive
cybersecurity strategies and believe our report reflects these factors.
We also believe that the issues we identified remain of critical
importance in developing and implementing an effective national
cybersecurity strategy. Finally, the comments identified actions DOD
has taken or is taking to address challenges related to sharing
information, promoting education, and promoting R&D.

We are sending copies of this report to the Special Assistant to the
President and Cybersecurity Coordinator, the Acting Director of the Office
of Management and Budget, the Director of the Office of Science and
Technology Policy, the Secretary of the Department of Homeland
Security, the Secretary of Defense, the Acting Secretary of the
Department of Commerce, and other interested parties. The report will
also be available on the GAO website at no charge at http://www.gao.gov.
For any questions about this report, please contact: Gregory C. Wilshusen at (202) 512-6244 or Dr. Nabajyoti Barkakati at (202) 512-4499, or by e-mail at wilshuseng@gao.gov or barkakatin@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. Key contributors to this report are listed in appendix IV.
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Our objectives were to (1) determine the extent to which the national cybersecurity strategy includes key desirable characteristics of effective strategies, and (2) identify challenges faced by the federal government in addressing a strategic approach to cybersecurity, including: (a) establishing a management structure to assess cybersecurity risks, developing and implementing appropriate controls, and measuring results; (b) detecting, responding to, and mitigating the effects of attacks on federal civilian and critical infrastructure; (c) enhancing awareness and promoting education; (d) promoting research and development; and (e) developing partnerships to leverage resources internationally.

To determine the extent to which the national cybersecurity strategy includes key desirable characteristics of effective strategies, we assessed the current national cybersecurity strategy and other government-wide strategies¹ against the desirable characteristics of a national strategy. Our assessment determined the extent to which all of the elements of each desirable characteristic were addressed by the strategies. These desirable characteristics were developed by GAO in 2004.² At that time, we identified these characteristics by consulting statutory requirements pertaining to certain strategies we reviewed, as well as legislative and executive branch guidance for other national strategies. In addition, we studied the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (GPRA), general literature on strategic planning and performance, and guidance from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) on the President’s Management Agenda. We also gathered published recommendations made by national commissions chartered by Congress; past GAO work; and various research organizations that have commented on national strategies.

To determine and assess challenges faced by the federal government in addressing a strategic approach to cybersecurity, we interviewed agency officials with cybersecurity-related responsibilities from agencies with key responsibilities in protecting federal systems and the nation’s cyber infrastructure. These agencies were: the Department of Homeland Security;


Security (DHS) (including officials from the Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center, the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT), Office of Program Analysis and Evaluation, Federal Network Security Branch, and the Critical infrastructure Cyber Protection and Awareness Branch); the Department of Defense (DOD) (including officials from the National Security Agency and the Defense Information Systems Agency); the Executive Office of the President (including officials from OMB, the National Coordination Office, Office of Science and Technology Policy, and the National Security Staff); and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

We also obtained the views of private sector cybersecurity and information management experts and federal chief information officers on the key issues and challenges of the current federal strategy for cybersecurity through convening panel discussions and administering surveys. Our first of two panels consisted of information management experts who are members of GAO’s Executive Committee for Information Management and Technology and resulted in documenting their identified key issues and challenges. We further surveyed chief information officers from the 24 agencies identified in the Chief Financial Officers Act to determine their key issues and challenges. Eleven of the 24 chief information officers responded to our survey (see app. II). Our second panel and survey involved a selection of private sector cybersecurity experts. To identify private sector cybersecurity experts, we first obtained a universe of experts by reviewing membership and advisor roles for pertinent cybersecurity boards and commissions (e.g., the Information Security and Privacy Advisory Board and the National Academies’ Computer Science and Telecommunications Board), key associations that are leading thinkers on cybersecurity (e.g., the Internet Security Alliance), and witnesses from cybersecurity-related congressional hearings. We then made the initial selections by identifying those individuals or organizations that were listed in multiple independent

3Anyone employed by the federal government at the time of selection was excluded.

4We invited the lead individual for organizations that may have had multiple individuals listed (e.g., Carnegie Mellon and the Center for Internet Security).
sources.\(^5\) We also selected the last two White House cybersecurity advisors.

Lastly, we reviewed agency inspector general and GAO reports that previously identified challenges related to government-wide cybersecurity strategies and initiatives, and met with staff from the DHS Office of Inspector General to determine the current status of related recommendations in their prior reports. We then assessed progress in overcoming the inspector general- and GAO-identified challenges through interviews with agency officials and reviewing agency documentation and publicly available data.

We performed our work on the initiative of the U.S. Comptroller General to evaluate the federal government’s cybersecurity strategies and understand the status of federal cybersecurity efforts to address challenges in establishing a strategic cybersecurity approach.

We conducted this performance audit from April 2012 to February 2013 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

\(^5\)Being listed as a member of the Computer Science and Telecommunications Board and one or more of its committees was counted as a single source. Similarly, testifying at multiple congressional hearings also counted as a single source.
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This appendix lists the names and affiliations of the cybersecurity and information management professionals who participated in the cybersecurity expert panel discussion and the Executive Committee for Information Management and Technology panel discussion, as well as the respondents to our surveys of cybersecurity experts and agency CIOs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cybersecurity Expert Panel Discussion Attendees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The names and affiliation of the cybersecurity experts, who participated in the panel held September 14, 2012, in Washington D.C., are as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart A. Baker, Partner, Steptoe &amp; Johnson LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven M. Bellovin, Professor of Computer Science at Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Chenok, Executive Director, IBM Center for The Business of Government; Chair of NIST’s Information Security and Privacy Advisory Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Clinton, President and CEO, Internet Security Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Gann, Vice President of Government Relations, McAfee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seymour E. Goodman, Professor of International Affairs and Computing, Sam Nunn School of International Affairs, College of Computing at Georgia Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Landau, Independent Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Lin, Chief Scientist, Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council of the National Academies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy V. Sabett, Counsel, ZwillGen LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Schmidt, former Cybersecurity Coordinator, Executive Office of the President of the United States; Special Assistant, President of the United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Committee for Information Management and Technology Panel Discussion Attendees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lynda Applegate</td>
<td>Harvard Business School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hank Conrad</td>
<td>CounterPoint Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Culnan</td>
<td>Bentley University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Flynn</td>
<td>Principal, FK&amp;A Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Neumann</td>
<td>SRI International Computer Science Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Pardo</td>
<td>Director, Center for Technology in Government, University at Albany, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Robinson</td>
<td>Executive Director, National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Rummell</td>
<td>Management Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dugan Petty</td>
<td>State of Oregon and NASCIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene H. Spafford</td>
<td>CERIAS, Purdue University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Stewart</td>
<td>Wal-Mart (retired)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldona Valicenti</td>
<td>VP Government Markets, CGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James B. Whittaker</td>
<td>Whittaker Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John A. Zachman</td>
<td>President, Zachman International</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expert and CIO Survey Participants

Expert Survey Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stewart A. Baker</td>
<td>Partner, Steptoe &amp; Johnson LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven M. Bellovin</td>
<td>Professor of Computer Science at Columbia University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Scott Borg, Director and Chief Economist, United States Cyber Consequence Unit

Dan Chenok, Executive Director, IBM Center for the Business of Government; Chair of NIST’s Information Security and Privacy Advisory Board

Larry Clinton, President and CEO, Internet Security Alliance

Tom Gann, Vice President of Government Relations, McAfee

Seymour E. Goodman, Professor of International Affairs and Computing, Sam Nunn School of International Affairs, College of Computing at Georgia Institute of Technology

Susan Landau, Independent Scholar

James Lewis, Director and Senior Fellow of Technology and Public Policy, Center for Strategic and International Studies

Herbert Lin, Chief Scientist, Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council of the National Academies

Randy V. Sabett, Counsel, ZwillGen LLP

Peter Weinberger, Senior Software Engineer, Google

Darren B. Ash, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Frank Baitman, Department of Health and Human Services

Roger W. Baker, Department of Veterans Affairs

Danny A. Harris, Department of Education

Bernard J. Mazer, Department of the Interior

Matthew E. Perry, Office of Personnel Management

Tim Schmidt, Department of Transportation

Richard Spires, Department of Homeland Security

CIO Survey Participants
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Simon Szykman, Department of Commerce

Steven C. Taylor, Department of State

Eric Won, Small Business Administration
January 17, 2013

Gregory C. Wilshusen
Director, Information Security
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548


Dear Mr. Wilshusen:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft report. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) appreciates the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO’s) work in planning and conducting its review and issuing this report.

The Department is pleased to note that throughout the report GAO has highlighted the significant progress DHS has made in executing its cybersecurity mission. DHS’s National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD) Office of Cybersecurity and Communications (CS&C) realigned its office in October 2012 to better accomplish its responsibilities as set forth in Executive Order 13618, Assigning National Security and Emergency Preparedness Communications Functions.

Following CS&C’s realignment, all of its operational elements—the National Coordinating Center for Telecommunications, the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team, and the Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team—report directly to the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC). This new operational structure brings communications and cybersecurity programs together under a single point of operational coordination.

The report highlights challenges for the Federal Government in five key areas, each of which is directly addressed by the Department’s Blueprint for a Secure Cyber Future: The Cybersecurity Strategy for the Homeland Security Enterprise (Blueprint). This Blueprint outlines an integrated and holistic approach to enable the homeland security community to leverage existing capabilities and promote technological advances that enable government, the private sector, and the public to be safer online. This includes coordinated efforts across the homeland security community to protect our Nation’s critical information infrastructure and build a safer and more secure cyber ecosystem.

Specific actions range from hardening critical networks and prosecuting cybercrime to raising public awareness and training a national cybersecurity workforce. The Blueprint also complements the President’s International Strategy for Cyberspace, the National Strategy for
Trusted Identities in Cyberspace, and the recently released Department of Defense Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace. Together, these documents provide a whole-of-government approach to the many opportunities and challenges the Nation faces in cyberspace.

As a result of the progress DHS has made in information sharing and analysis, GAO closed each of the 10 recommendations under its Cyber Analysis and Warning report. Furthermore, the NCCIC provided GAO with all documentation requested to close the remaining recommendations under GAO’s report titled Key Private and Public Cyber Expectations Need to Be Consistently Addressed. The National Cybersecurity Protection System’s information-sharing and collaboration environment will address the DHS Inspector General’s recommendations to establish a consolidated multi-classification information-sharing capability. Funding for this activity is included in the President’s Fiscal Year 2013 budget request.

On June 6, 2012, Secretary Napolitano announced the formation of a Task Force on Cyber Skills with a two-part mandate: first, to identify the best ways DHS can foster the development of a national security workforce capable of meeting current and future cybersecurity challenges and second, to outline how DHS can improve its capability to recruit and retain sophisticated cybersecurity talent. To fulfill subsequent recommendations of the Task Force, DHS will work to create a world-class cybersecurity workforce by: (1) hiring to exacting standards; (2) growing and expanding the educational and training pipeline for cybersecurity expertise; (3) transforming DHS cybersecurity contracting; (4) upgrading the skills of the DHS cyber workforce through cyber training, testing, and certification for all DHS cybersecurity workers; (5) strategically managing the DHS cyber workforce; and (6) creating a Cyber Reserve.

During the past 4 years, NPPD has grown its cyber workforce significantly—by more than 600 percent. In addition to the growth of the workforce under CS&I, the Critical Infrastructure Information Sharing and Collaboration Program provides us critical infrastructure partners with virtual access to time-sensitive threat information and analytical products as well as physical access to the NCCIC.

We noted the report does not contain any recommendations specifically directed to DHS. The Department remains committed to continuing work with its many partners across the Federal Government and public and private sectors, to strengthen the homeland security enterprise to better mitigate and defend against dynamic threats, minimize risks, and maximize the ability to respond to and recover from attacks and disasters of all kinds.

---

4 DHS, Readout of Secretary Napolitano’s Participation in Cyber Workforce Event (Washington, D.C.: June 6, 2012)
Again, thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft report. Technical comments were previously provided under separate cover. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. We look forward to working with you in the future.

Sincerely,

Jim H. Crumpacker
Director
Departmental GAO-OIG Liaison Office
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